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UCAlit DAI V.7 REGISTER. 
PADUCAH; KY., THURSDAY MORNING, AUGUST 2 1906.
AFTER THE
BLACK BRUTES
MOB AT ATLANTA SHOOTS
NEGRO WHO ASSAULTED
A GIRL.
SHE IDENTIFIED HIM:
CARCASS FULL OF LEAD
MISSOURI MOB AFTER AN-
OTHER NEGRO FOR SIMI-
LAR OFFENSE NEAR
DESOTO.
Negroes Gather At Mound_ City, Ill.,
To Prevent Lynching of 'qua of
the Black Sysznpf.in
lila Pre)!
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 1.—Floyd Car-
michael, a negro a ye rs old, wasit
identified by Miss nt I
Lakewood, a subs of .411a is
the man who had assaulted Wer, and
shot in front °Nit e
in bight of his viclim.• $
by a posse which captdretf hint! After
be had been shot there were cries of
4 burn him, but the, .4sounty police pr:-
vented action.
About to o'clock this morning
while returning from a visit to a
neighbor, Miss Poo'e, a is-year-old
daughter of J. L. Poole, was attacked
by the negro and choked into uncon-
sciousness. When the alarm was
given a posse quickly formed but not
until late in the afternoon was the
negro captured and brought into Miss
Poole's presence.
She immediately identified him,
crying, "That's him." A volley of
shots rang out and the negro fell
dead. .11 111
MISSOURI MOB BUSY.
Desoto,., Aug T.—Posses of
enraged and excited Men are ranging
over Jefferson, St. Francois and St.
Genevive counties in pursuit of Arch
Ransome, a negro accused of having
made an assault at Valley mines, Jef-
ferson county, on Mrs. Ceceia
Emaley, Lizzie Moore, 20, and Effie
Moore, aged 14. Descriptions of the
negro have been telephone through-
out the counties. Sheriff Thornton
A. Hensley of Jefferson county is on
his way here. It is believed Ransome
is hiding in this vicinity.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Mayfield Is
Quiet) Again
REPORTS FROM THERE SHOW
NORMAL CONDITION
RESUMED.
-----
Fund For Benefit of Miss McClain
Continues to Rapidly Grow—
Negro Still in Paducah
Reports from Mayfield yesterday
and last night were that that little
city had resumed its normal state of
quietude and things were moving
a:Ong smoothly, after a week of ex-
citement and turmoil resulting from
Men Matthews, the negro brute
who raped Miss Ethel McClain, the
telephone operator. It resembled a
cemetery yesterday, as compared to
the excited groups of people who
thronged the streets every day and
night since the assault. Everybody
s peacefully following his regular
vocation now, feeling contented at
the just penalty paid by the black
devil for the fearful crime he con-
fessed to having committed upon the
weak and innocent young woman.
Yesterday the remains of the negro
were buried, and when the last clod
ei dirt dropped on his coffin, there
closed the final chapter in the life of
the hardroad traveled by the trans-
gressor.
Reports from there are that the
fund being raised for Miss McClain
continues to rapidly grow, and the
Mayfield people will build her a nice
little home, as a testimonial of the
high regard and esteem in which she
it held.
The negro Jim Tunbrue it still in
the Paducah jail, awaiting orders
from the Graves county jailer whc
brought him here for safekeeping, the
latter fearing that after the soldiers
left Mayfield an attempt would be
made to lynch him. He is the darky
accused of detaining a white woman
in Hickman county, from whence he
had heen brought to Mayfield for
protection against the angry corn-
munitf.
CUTTING WEEDS.
Vacant Lots Over City Now Rid of
the Heavy Growth.
At many points over the city
owners of vacant lots have put men
to work cutting down the weeds, as
ordered by the city board of health,
which pronounces the growth un-
healthy and directed that they be cut
down. President Brothers of the
board yesterday said they would get
warrants against everybody who did
not chop down the weeds, but that he
did not think this would be neces-
sary as in driving over the city he
noticed considerable activity in this
regard, many of the lots now being
conspicuous by absence of the weeds.
2 CRUSADE AGAINST PARTIES FAILING
' TO PUT SIGNALS ON OBSTRUCTIONS
NUMBER OF WARRANTS GOTT
" TROLICM1 SCOTT FERGUS()
e TIES WITH F4ILING TO PU
WARN PEOPLE OF PREBEN
ON PUBLIC THOM:WOHEAR
The long cksired crusade has "seen
started by die city authorities against
the practice contractors have made
for years of piling material upon the
public streets and 'earring ower night
without putting danger signals there-
,on. The board of publk wmpits has
called the .ittention of the police
department to this flagrant viol4tion
of the law many tiritee, and now it
seems the officers will wage a vigor-
ous warfare, as a large number of
warranea were gotten out yesterday
before Judge ,Edward Puryeae by Po-
Beeman Scott Ferguson, who patrols
the district down in the business por-
tion of the city from midnight to
noon.
One warrant was against Contractor
George Weikel, who is accused of
stacking a pile of brick on the pave-
ment in front of the Klondike saloon
which he is remodeiing on, Kentucky
avenue between Second anti Third
streets. He is also accused of stack-
ing brick on the sidewalk in front of
The Palmer. At neither of these
places .were lanterns put out to We n
people of the material's presence.
iGeorge Elder was warranted on the
arrogittd that he failed to put a danger
signal upon the pile of lumber left
standing out on Third and Se16511c1rt
; —1.14.01:10*rebut!.
EN OUT YESTERDAY BY PA-
N CHARGING DIFFERENT PAR-
T DANGER SIGNALS OUT TO
CE OF MATERIAL STACKED
ES.
Mike Isentan is charged with not
putting a light on the pile of brick in
front of his residence at Fourth and
WaShington streets. A warrant was
gotten out for him also.
At the same corner it is claimed
Contractors Chamblin and Murray
left a pile of brick without a light
and they were warranted.
Charles Warren, the paint contrac-
tor, was warranted, the charge being
that he left a 'big ladder standing over
night in front of the Roy L. Culley
clthing store on Broadway. It wa,,
standing uprigiht and blockaded the
pavement.
Will McMlahon left a pile of brick
on the public sidewalk in front of the
Kelley and Umibach paper and paint
establishment oposite the City Hall
On Kentucky avenue near Fourth
street. No light was on it, and a war-
rant was issued.
Wall Lockwood left barrels and lum-
ber stacked on the pavement front-
ing The Palmier. and no light was out
He was included in the' list of war-
ranted,.
Officer Ferguson laid the charges
before the judge yesterdlay afternoon
late, and the warrants were issued.
They will be served today upon the
respective parties, end trial of the
charges entered into immediately.
'ROW WILL
SURELY RESULT
IN BRYA1N'S CHARGES AGAINST
NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN
ROGER SULLIVAN.
SULLIVAN REFUSES TO
RFSIGN HIS POSITION
BRYAN, IN LETTER TO JUDGE
THOMPSON', CHICAGO,
SENDS MESSAGE TO
SULLIVAN.
Sullivan Comes Back sidlele stic
Language—All of Cor-
respondence in .ne
Matter.
Chicago, Aug. 1.—Judge Owen T.
Thompson of Jacksonville, Ill., an-
nounced yesterday that in a letter
hated July 17 Wm. .J. Bryan re-
vetted that Judge Thompson call on
Mr. Roger Sullivan with a message
from Mr. Bryan requesting that Mr.
Sullivan, in the interest of harmony.
resign as national committeeman
from Illinois. Judge Thompson says
he saw Mr. Sullivan and delivered
Mr. Bryan's message. Mr. Sullivan
declined to resign as requested.
Chicago, Aug. 1.—The charges of
fraud brought by Wm. J. Bryan in
connection with the selection of
Roger Sullivan as Democratic Na-
t onal committeeman from Illinois
are based on the adieu' of the com-
mittee on credentials of the Demo-
cratic state convention of 1904 in
rnseating a number of delegates from
Cook County and seating contesting
d:legates backed by the so-called
Hopkins-Sullivan organization, thus
giving the control of the convention
to the latter organization. The ac-
tion was bitterly contested and later
brought before the Democratic Na-
tional Committee by Mr. Bryan, rnd
carried before the convention by 'Mr.
Bryan, but that body sustained Sulli-
ian's side.
"The Iressachs Hotel, Lock Kat-
rine. July 17.—Judge 0. P. Thomp-
son, Jacksonvillle, Ill.—My Dear
Judge. I am going to entrust you
with a message to Roger Sulivan. If
i were at home I would see him my-
self, but as I do not arrive until after
your state convention, and as I think
action ought to be taken at once, I
will send the message by you. Please
say to Mr. 'Sullivan that he has ex-
pressed a desire for harmony, arid
that I assume that he means to help
the party to the extent of his abi'ity,
hut there is but one way in which he
can promote harmony„ and that is by
resigning as national committeeman.
We are approaching another national
iampaign and our party's chances de-,
pend upon its ability to convince the
public of its good intentions.
Mr. Sullivan's presence on the corn-
(Continued on Pare Four.)
FINES ASSESSED
AMOUNT TO $950
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT ADJUDGED
THAT GREEK AND WOODS
. ' Pkir THIS.
JUDGE ASSESSED LIMIT
PERMITTED BY LAW
THIS MORNING SIMILAR WAR-
RANTS AGAINST GREEK
COME UP BEFORE JUS-
TICE EMERY.
W. S. Bledsoe Flied Suit Yesterday
In the Circuit Court For Divorcie
From Clara Blolsoe—
Other Cases.
-a
Judge Lightfoot went the limit yes-
terday when he assessed $95o worth
of tines against Wiliam Greek and
Jpseph Woods, who run a partner-
ship refreshment stand just outside
tbe main entrance to Wallace park
The fines were imposed for selling
liquors claimed to be non-intoxicat-
ing, while fines were also assessed for
disposing of liquor to a minor.
• Greek was fined $10o in each of the
four cases charging him with selling
liquor without a license, while Woods
was fined $too in each of the four
warrants against him, this making a
total n; f,....tao fines.
4:77•eek ‘,=:7=7=-7 n---ied5oir —leach of
the three warrants, accusing him of
seising intoxicants to a minor. The
fines and costs combined, make about
$1.loo assessed.
The proprietors claim the bever-
ages they dispensed were non-intoxi-
cating but the court had evidence
showing they were the same ast beer.
This morning several similar
charges come up against Greek in the
coiirt of Justice Emery, who had his
warrants set for yesterday, but had
to continue them as the parties were
all attending Judge Lightfoot's court.
Property Transferred.
Property on Worten avenue has
been sold by J. M. Worten to A. T.
Moore for $2oo and the deed filed for
record with the county clerk yester-
day. Arthur Y. Martin transferred to
Mrs. Kate Sale the revisionary in-
terest of M. G. Sale on South Fifth
'street property, pursuant to bank-
rupt court orders.
Mirandi Grief bought from the
West End Improvement company for
$Roo property on West Jefferson
street.
M. E. Connor bought from H. M.
Worten for $rso property on the
East side of Goebel avenue.
Charles E. Schmaus transferred to
the County of McCracken for Sic*
lrasrl 1.!1 'he Contest road in the
coral/
Wi .n•. Wagner sofd to Henrietta
(Continued On Rife Two.)
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP PAYS
civic OWNERSHIP NOW SPREADS TO THE ENDEAVU
CHECK INFANT MORTALITY—STREET RAILROADS PAY
WELL ON INVESTMENT. "
London, Aug. r.—London's milk
supply will soon be in the hands of
th(7•county counci•. Already the Bat-
tersea borough council, which gov-
erns a poor and densely popmated
district of London, has established
depots for the supply of sterilized
milk 'for babies.
The milk which Londoners have to
drink is notoriously inferior and the
tinge infant mortality in the poorer
districts is directly attributable to the
watered and germ-laden stuff that is
sold to the poor people. The coun-
ty council, which ,directs so many of
the admirahe schemes for the better-
ment of London's poor, will prob-
altly organize a systematic control
Over the suppler of milk.
Civic Ownership Pays.
Municipaal ownership in England
extends to a great variety of enter-
prises. Municipalities now own
ing houses, locks markets, ',,ihs
race courses, abattoirs, sewage
farms, model tenements and employ-
ment bureaus.
There are municipal theaters at
Brighton and Southborough. West
Ham manufactures paving stones and
sells them en contractors at a- profit.
Colchester has a municipal oyster
bed. Manchester produces soap, In.
tallow and _mortar as by-products
from its gas and other industaies.
Glasgow maintains an inebriates'
hospital; Wolverhampton sells ice;
Torquay breeds rabbits and sheep;
Tunbridge Wells grows hops; Liver-
pool cultivates beets ,and Battersea
has a municipal orchestra.
Municipal street cars and gas
works are matters of course in most
English towns.
And London will soon be selling
electric power for lighting, heating.
etc., to everybody in competition
wit:, the electric trust .
Municipal ownership is once again
amply justeed as a sound business
principle by the detailed financiaal
history, of the municipal street rail-
ways of London, which has just been
published by the London county
county council.
.(Caleissuad on Page Two.)
_
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Return Outsiders'
Railroad Fare MACHINERY FOR
LIGHT PLANT
RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOCIA-
TION HAS DECrnort -ro DO
TIM.;
Those Coming From Within Seventy-
Five Miles Gets Full Fare Rebated;
and Two Per Cent. Over That.
There w ill be started again by the
Retail Merchants' Association of this
city the'- practice of paying the
railroad fare of people comipg to this
city and making purchases A. $3o or
over from any member of the organ-
ization. This decision was reached
last evening during the regular
monthly session of the association in
their quarters on South Fourth street.
The practice will be resumed Sep-
tember xsth, and continued until th
first of next year. During that time
any person coming here from an out-
side city not over seventy-five mi'es
from Paducah will be given back
their railroad fare if they buy as
much as $30 worth of goods from
any merchant belonging to the organ-
ization, while for all over $30 they
will be rebated two per cent. of the
purchase in excess of that figure.
The merchants practice this ide.i
during certain periods of the year as!
an inducement for outsiders to come
here and do their trading. The
business men did this last winter and
it proved quite a success, .as many
from afar took advantage of the op-
portunity offerred them.
ME CONCERTS.
At the weeks go by the open air
concerts down in the business por-
tion of the city by the Paducah Mili-
ury band' continue growing in popu-
larity, and attract thousands each
Wednesday and Saturday night. Last
evening the musicians played on the
different corners along /Broadway
between Second and Fifth streets
and their many fine seections were
sources of much delight to the large
throng of listeners.
WILL STOP ORGIES ON LAKE
Milwaukee. Wis., Aug. 1.--Supt.
7ach Clayton of the Humane society
has complained to the federal author-
ities of wild orgies engaged in by
girls and young.4nen, which are said
to have taken 'p'ace on excursion
boats between here and Sheboygan.
The offenses take place outside the
jurisdiction of the humane officers
and the police authorities. The gov-
ernment officials will look into the
matter.
1.7=LIT. -2=1/2s1 AR-
RIVING SOMETIME THIS
MONTH. t•
BOARD OF WORKS TAKING
UP ENLARGEMENT QUESTION
LON CRANDALL QU4'4,2FIED
YESTERDAY AS THE NEW
COUNCILMAN FROM
FOURTH WARTY:
Chief James Woods Did Not Teat
New Fire Hose Yesterday on
Account of Testing Machine
Being Busy.
It is expected that by the middle
or last o fthis month some of the
new machinery will begin arriving for
the city electric light plant, as it has
been several weeks now since the
contract was let to the General Elec-
tric companz of New York, and their
agreement is to begin delivery of
the ootfit sometime this month so
it can be installed as quickly as nos-
sble an,] additonal street corner
arc lights are put up.
The board of works has alreadak-
en up preparations looking to
stringing the wire for additonal
lights and fixing the interior of the
powerhouse for installation of the new
mechanisms The board yesterday had
Superintendent Keebler to make a
statement, Showing what it would
cost to put up the new wires, poles
etc. The expense will be something
in the neighborhood of $2,000.
'Already people residing in different
sections of the city are petitioning the
board of works, asking that lights
be hung in their respective neighbor-
hoodb. The officials will take up this
question within the next few weeks
and have them decided upon by the
time the machinery is installed, and
th,e wires and poles erected.
Finance COnwnittee Meets.
The finance cornmitte for he legis-
lative boards will meet imrsorrow
everting at the office of City- Auditor
Kirkland for the purpose of t-hecking
over the bills held against the city,
and which account, if found all right,
will be allowed during the council-
, 
Continued on Page Four.
BOARD OF WORKS ORDERED REPAIRS
TO CONCRETE CURB BY AUGUST 8
IF CONTRACTORS OR BON D COMPANY DO NOT DO THIS
BOARD WILL HAVE IT DONE AND CHARGE COST TO
OTHERS—SUPT. KEBBLER'S REPORT SHOWS IT, WILL
TAKE &two TO STRING WIRES, ETC., FOR Tifal
THIRTY-FIVE STREET CORNER ARC UGH
The bad places in the concrete curb
and gutter along Broadway between
Fifth and Ninth streets must be re-
paired by August 8th, according to
the orders of the board of works
issued during the session yesterday
aitcrnoon at their assembly chamber
in the City Hall. It is the desire that tractor 1
GEATC`ithese bad parts be fixed right away, the cii
so the bitulithic people can place a would
new top of their composition atoll,. now aw--rucKy FARM L
Broadway. to displace the old whit a The irl.MElkiT• W3IIICER14
was not put down properly and does pang haskND PRICE "ST
iiot give the slightest satisfaction. tricky a,. FOR r.
The Anchor Roof and Paving corn- then tip Issisig,E. saskdasursoa. Mob
C 
pany of Evansville. In& bui't the v. ay. out
concrete curb, glitter, etc and gave under Ele 
a hond to keep the work in first class 1 he. boarc
condition for a period of five years. company h
Now if they do not repair them by put the co
tr:c Eighth of August the board of
works will have it done and then
Engineer
board memb
and foun
low in fr
second
a‘enue
street,
Ninth and
ordered the tef cent
make the concern pay for it. duce the docun
Where the street car company ic misson, if they EM ALL
taking up old poles on Broadway than the naenti,
they are filling the holes with grattl A report had you get over
$ .65.taken from the street. City 
Engineer board of work:
Washington was directed to look bridge spanning S for 2
into this and see that the car people iiweo street was
Ict the city's gravel alone. dition, and City?
plantboard that 
company 
tqn was directed' TIMESupt. Kebb'er of the electric light,
Union 'Telegraph cgirs dinsdgolottdd chcomwdiozen sheets,Western  no t i
had removed from 'Broadway the 1 k if you are
abandoned poles, i (Couthsned on Pa
,TMENT
.1
/Druggists
RACHEL
SURRENDERED
CAME HERE WITH ATTORNEY,
GAVE BOND AND RETURNED
HOME.
Druggisti Charles Ripley and Roy S.
BaHowe Fined for Selling Whis-
ky last Sunday.
D. N. Blacknell of Scott's Hit',
enn., appeared at police headquar-
ters yesterday morning and, surren-
dering himself, waived examination
and was he'd to the grand jury in
45oo bond on the charge of grand
larceny. He is the man accused of
being implicated-in the "green goods'
delivery whereby two men swindle.'
the Robinson brothers of Milan,
Tenn.. out of $470 at the St. Nicho-
las Hotel of South Third street, this
city. Blackness had been arrested in
Tennessee aand gave bond, but re-
fused to return here without requisi-
tion papers. These documents were
ordered and Detective Moore pre-
pared to leave for him, when Black-
nell came here and surrendered. On
giving bond he was re:eased and re•
turned home. He was accompanied
by his lawyer.
Yesterday in the police court fines
of $so each were assessed against
Charles Ripley and Roy S. Ballowe.
the druggists on the charge of sell-
ing liquor npon the Sabbath at their
dtug stores. Ripley keeps at Elev-
enth and Caldwell streets, while Pal-
lowe keeps at Tenth and Broadway,
and last Sunday they sold whisky to
two men named Byrd and Carter,
who turned them up by getting out
warrants. Warrants were also gotten
for James P. Sleeth bf Ninth and
Broadway and L. H. and Phil Ste-
phen of Ninth and Kentucky avenue.
These cases were continued until next
Saturday.
Allen Jackson, colored, was fined
$5e for knocking Walter Trais, col-
cred, in the head at the Houseman
establishment during a fight.
All Rowl was fined $25 and
to jail for ten days for carrying
ccaled weapons.
The court turned Richard Yel-
tima over to Detective T. S. Stewart I
of Lexington, Ky., who carried Yelti-1
tima back to that city. leaaving on
the noon train. Yeltima was caught
on a charge of escaping from the
Lexington jail, where he was being
held on warrant accusing him of
stealing some clothing from another
Lexington man.
sent'
con-
Excursion Rates Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, Minn.-6t6.00, August la,
it and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of exteas;on to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of so cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, C0l.-436.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homaseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each mon'h, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. 1., tat East
" '-i street, Lexington, Ky.
AkbosVTg*ERFOIIILD, D. P. A.,
bits ccal i* the '
Ky.
one that can P
. A., St.
burg Ooal °Miss, La
- phones No. 3. jai&
General Manager. dealer cla
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BOARD OF WORKS
trol resulted -in a profit from the terpAisaising his character were sent
tramways of nearly S200,000. The to the police justices when they were
next year there was a considerable considering his case.
drop in the profit owing to the re-
' forms introduced by the council in
(Continued From First Page.) ' the treatment of the tramway em-
ployes, shortening their hours of la-
is where the concrete cu'vert is to bor and increasing their wages.
be built by Contractor Bridges, who The electrification of the system
gut the work, and wtio now files a turned the profits into a loss in 1932-
bond guaranteeing the improvement 11903 and 1934-1905, but in the next
which be startt when he- completes , financial year the accounts showed a
some other work he has around town. 'profit of over $35,00o.
A big hollow is in the center of The eleftr'c system is now, in. full
the block surrunded by Third, Hai ri- working order, and the profit on the
Soil, 'Fourth and Mfdison streets. Ac- icurrent year's working is estimated
cummulated water usinl to drain out
cf the hollow *rough a pipe running
under Third street to the river, but
several years ago Jailer James Eaker
bought the property on the East side private tramway company and 4-4 per
of Third street and filled it. In fill • cent. by the principal subway rail-
ing it he covered up tie drain pip. way company in London.
and this confined the water in the The council has fearlessly spent
bol.ow. Another sewer pipe was laid money in giying the peorRe an pf-
from Third and Harrison streets, to ticient, fast and adequate tramway
the edge of the river. The board of s‘ stem manned by a corpss of em-
works ordered the city engineer to ployes who are contented and not
make out a bill against Jailer James , overworked, and in return it is reap-
Falter for the part of the sewer cost ing substantial profits.
this gentleman will have to bear, be-I Dwellers in North London, which
old one and still served by private and tld
cost on the fashioned tramway companies,- with
antiquated horse cars are hoping that
the council will soon come to their
rescue with a tramway system equal
to the up-to-date lines on the south-
ern side of London.
Glasgow Well Pleased. With Civic
Ownership.
Glasgow,' Aug. I.—The members of
the Niational Civic' Federation, who
came to England to investigate mu-
nicipal ownership bf street railways.
gas, electric light, Water works, etc..
arrived in Glasgow too soon to get
the last annual financial report on
the municipally owned and managed
street railways of this city.
. The Glasgow people are so ft
granted an extension of time in
which he is to go to all the mer-
chants in the business section of the
city and notify them to raise their
awninks, where the latter are lower
than eight feet above the pavement.
which is the heighth prescribed by
lays. The inspector is so busy with
other things he has not the time to
do this.
The water and gas boxes on con-
cause he covered up the
bsought this additional
city.
Mrs. Haupnthal and Mrs. John
Orme of Kentucky avenue between
Fourth and Fifth streets want the
concrete sidewalk going down to be
the full width in front of their prop-
erty, and the board ordered that, if
they were willing to bear the addi-
tional expense, the pavement be made
the regulation twe:ve feet. At all
other places along there it will be
only six feet wide, with grassy plot3
on both sides.
Owen Donegan of North Eighth
near Harrison street has asked the
board of works to fill low places in
the alley behind his property so it
sill drain the rainwater off properly. miliaar with 
the benefits they derive
On the inspector looking over ths from owning
 and operating their own
aley he finds the lot of Donegan is street rai
lways, instead of turning
lower than the alley, therefore this them over 
to financial sharks that
is what causes water to flow Over they usually
 are surprised to learn
on his private property. 'that all Americ
an cities have not yet
The gas company was last week followed their
 example.
ordered to fill the ditches on South For the 
year ending May 21 the
Fourth street so they would be as gross re
ceipts of the Glsgow tram -
high as the street, and the street in- lways were 
$4.200,000. The cost of
Spector informed the board this was loperation 
and insintenance was
now being done. 1$..25o,000; Poo 000 we
re set aside for
Street Inspector Elliott was 
;depreciation of plant, etc.. leaving
balance between the gross receipts
to be $255,000.
The council's profit on
ways last year was 7.6 per cent. tom-
pared with 4.1 per cent. earned by a
its tram-
expenditure and the deposit for de-
preciation of plant of S1.:45.000.
Part of the profits earned by the
municipal ownership aand operation
of tramways—$175.000—was set aside
for the fund for the "Commory
Good." This fund is used by' the
city authorities for all sorts of pur
poses indicated by the phase "the
common good." '
ciete sidewalks along West Jefferson 
Glasgo.w wilt never again permit
t
street are higher than 'the 
sidewaks,he city's public utilities to be gob
-
and people may stumble over them. 
i bled up by financial sharks.
The strtet inspector was directed to
Live the companies owning them to ,,!„
ldwer the boxes so they will be level s,
with the pavements. L.
Clerk Alex Kirkland of the board
of works, was ordered that hereafter !
when anybody wanted to take any
of the official documorts belonging
to the board that the clerk take a Chicago, Aug. 1.—"Luck" in ths
written receipt from the party bor- police courts, which on two Occasions
rowing the papers, so it will always served to save Charles Bowers, col-
ix known who has possession of the
documents, and thereby prevent their 
ored from punishment for alleged
•oss. 
attacks on little girls in the Stanton
In order to prevent anyone from 
avenue police district, has deserted
Bowers, who today was put on trial
in Judge Dupuy's court. Justices
Hur.ey and Richardson heard the
story of little Mary Callahan and
Bowers. The same story 'told
a jury today, horrified the audi-
tors. A series of crimes, in which
many little girls on the south s;de
nuffered, has been revealed. • Bowers
is one of the alleged' criminals Lielit.
Roger Mulcahy is accused of shield'
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCiircSION BUDLETIN.
Milwaukee, Wis.--Grand Aerie
Fraternal Order of Eagles. Dates
of sale August loth, i ith and 12th,
1o06. Round trip rate ;15.5o.
Roanoke, Va,—National Fireman's
Association. Dates of sale August
12th and 13th, 1906, limited to August
31, loco. By depositing ticket and
+ .1- paying fee of so cents, tic
kets can
be extended to September lit ,loot..
CHILD'S STORY e.• Round-trip ra
te, $19.65.
HORRIFIES MARTY. +
falling over the side of the high cul-
vert across Bradshaw creek on West
Jefferson street City Engineer Wash-
ington was directed to place some
guard rails on both sides of the im-
provement.
The contract with the St. Louis
Street flushing Machine company
was filed stipulating the agreements
guaranteeing the machine recently
bought by the board of works from .
the St. Lonis factory, 
. ' ing through his power as command-
ing officer of the Stanton avenue
police station.
It was the Bowers case and the
se'lvity P.-air ' PoWers of Ss.rgt
Thomas Prendergast, it is asserted.
which brought about the few] be-
tween Sergt. Pendergast and Lien
t
Mulcahy. , This feud caused a grave
solice scar a! and was responsible inisk
large part r1 
Mnlcahy's transfer to
Canalport avenue station.
! Mary Callahan told how she had
been approached by Bowers Jan. 19
while on her way to St. Elizabeth's
,
school. 'She refused to go on an
errand for him, she said, and then
Bowers took her to a building at
future reference, and also the request..
3817 Armour avenue and 
mistreated
her.
I Others who will testify .
are: Vir-
ginia Cutrell, 1209 Michigan ave
nue;
,Henrietta Zeller, 3656 State street.
1 So pees isr has been the 
history of
, the case and so mysterious the 
in-
fluence exerted ia Bowers' behalf that
Judge Dupio- has taken person
al
!charge of one witness. She is Martha
(Continue From Page One.) i Venable, nine 
years old. colored.
1 he judge sent for the little girl arid
talked with her in chambers and has
derected that nothing be done by her
relatives to influence her forthcoming
testimony. It was reported that
friends of Bowers had secreted the
girl front the police fort some 
flair..
It was on her failure to identify
Bowers, due, it is supposed. to
nervousness. that he was-releaacd by
Justices Hurley and Richardson.
'Bowers is said to be "strong" with
voters in the thickly populated co'-
Ored district in which he lives. Let-
Report was made to the board that
the alley beside the Klondike saloon
on Kentucky avenue had been filled.
and water no longer stood there
Supt. Kebber of the city lighting
plant reported to the board that it
would cost about $2.000 to put up ad-
ditional wiring, poles, crossarms, etc„,
reeded for thirty-five extra arc lights
when the new machinery is installed
at the powerhouse. This expense in-
cludes the labor, and also provide;
for some little work inside the power-
house. The superintendent made this
report at request of the board, which
is preparing to put up additional
lights. The report was filed for
FINES ASSESSED
(Continued From First Page.)
Thomas for Sioo property on Sixth
sad Wagner streets.
Frank Wagner sold to Wm. Wag-
ner for $3oo property, on North
Sixth.
Licensed to Marry. I
The clerk issued a marriage license .
to Edgar Davis, aged 25 of Graves
county, and Mamie Page, aged 20 of
Carlisle county.
Divorce Wanted.
Suit for divorce filed yesterday in
the circuit court by W. •S. Bledsoe
against Clara Bledsoe. They were
married January 14th, 2893 111 Union
City, Tenn., and remained together
until June, 1900, when defendant left
him. For this he wants a divorce.
Sell Accounts.
The trustee of the Atwood' and
Smith bankruptcy proceeding has
filed a petition with Referee Bagby
asking for permission, to sell at priv-
ate sac the firm and individual ac-
counts of the two bankrupts. The
referee has not yet disposed 
I'
the
request.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
1 he cheapest coal :n Paducah
SHOOTS A MALE INTRUDER
Indianan's Death Results From At-
tack on Woman.
Richmond Ind., Aug. 1.—Mrs. Wil-
Bain Simcoke tonight shot and almost
iastantly killed Edward Reed, age!
35. Reed is alleged to have jorced
entrance .to the house and attetnpted
to assault Mrs. Simcoke, who was
alone. Mrs. Simcoke is the wife of
a traveling man and high:), esteemed.
Reed also was regarded as of good
character.
United States Paid Germany
Berlin. Aug. I —The United States
government has paid Germany 'the
award of' $30,000 in the Samoan case.
Great Britain paid her damages in
the spring and the matter is therefore
settled.
+ + + + + + + +
of property owners that more e es-
tric lights he hung on Jefferson Be-
tween Seventeenth and Twenty-Fifth
streets.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP PAYS
Profit From C. 0. Railways.
Since 1899 the council has been
gradual.y acquiring the tramway sys-
tems of London electrifying theni
and making them pay a profit which
Ens only been diminished by in-
for
the
creases of pay and shorter hours
the employs. The only lines
council does not own and operate are
antiquatcd horse-car lines. which, no
doubt, will before Icing become mu
nicipaleed and, electrifieed.
The first year of the council's con-
+ Peoria, Ill.—National Enc.onpment
+ + Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dates of
sale, August loth and 20th, 1906,
limited to August 31, 1906. Round-.
trip rate, $11.55.
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chi-
cago v.a. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August aist. A great many
people are preparing to take advan-
tage of this special excursion, which
is the most popular run by the Illi-
nois Central railroad.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets on sale to Vcerland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now et-bit July
29th, 1906, limit August isth, 1906.
Round trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chau-
tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Round trip rate $5.7o, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip rate
$4-75.
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
National Encampment Grand Army
of the Republic. Dotes of sale Aug-
ilth, izth and 13th, 1906, return
limit August 31st, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of so cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Dates of sale August antl,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. 104 August 9th, 1906, re-
turn limit August 23rd, 19°6. August
t6th 1906 return, limit August just,
1906.
Old Point Comfort, Va., and re-
turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sotd for
trains 122 and 102 of August Toth,
and zoa on August nth, 1906, limited
to August 25th, 1906.
Ashevilfe, /s/. C.,Annual Convention
Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 28, 29, end 3oth
1906 limit August 8th, 1906. Ay de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 3Cith, 1906. Round trip
111,e $15•25-
J. T. Donovan, Agent. City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
Depot.
Pittsburg Coal Co. office No. mei
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The. cheapest coal in Paducah.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is L "Leader" for the dealer.
D.. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. V MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, HY!
1
.INOM11•44•14.." 
Have You
Started?
7 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
OFT THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
BY USIN G THE
"UND[RW000"
TYPEWRIT[11
" Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's-
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE. KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancor vocalist.?
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd ana monroe
and Household irloois. Both 'Phan es
P, D. Fitzpatrick. Supt
•
.t‘tob•
A
t
•
" 
'""m"---"Ww1rwrimm-r7nrim...www7.1,-*••••esinisinsassespiessiersessese-
ow is the Time to Lay ill Your Coal for Winter
••••••••••11011
•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••60040•••••••••••••••
Our Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 13c is the Cheapest on the
market. It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, ng waste and it don't clinker. We have con-
vinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the
PIIISBUR6 COAL COMPANY
—_L--
'Office 126 Broadway Both Phones Nod! 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.
ODD FELLOWS' NEW CULVERT
NEW LODGE ON CALDWELL
LARGE AND INTERESTINC,
MEETING LAST NIGHT AT
BENTON.
Mr. Rodney Davis Returns Today
From Chicago Where He Bought
Furniture for Elks.
This morning early the Paducah
delearation returned from Benton
where they went and participated in
in the ceremonies when there was in-
mailed a new lodge of 0(k1 Fellows
Grand Master Clements of the state
• was along, and after the institution
ceremonies. a nice spread was served
and a social session conducted.
Red Men at Murray.
• 'Tomorrow the Red- Men at Murray
will hold a big celebration, at which
time a nterriber of Paducah brethren
will go down to participate, including
Lawyer David Gross and other,.
Elks' Furniture.
Mir Rodney C. Davis will return
this morning from Chicago where he
went to purchase the balance of the
furniture needed to equip the Elks'
building on North Fifth street,. Sev-
eral weeks, ago much of the outfit
was bought in St. Louis by lodge
officers sent there, and, it is beginning
to arrive, while the remainder will
be secured at the Windy City. It
will coat about $3.soo to thoroughly
outfit the new home, this including
the lodge room, reception rooms, club
TOCKTA, ladiel rooms, etc. It will be
some time next month before the en-
tire furnishings are installed and pend-
ing that time the old outfit will be
used, it having been moved from the
former assembly room on North
Fourth atret.
• Woodmen of World.
'Mr. J. W. Heisley, the district or-
ganizer for the Wbortmen of the
Worlds has returned from Louisville
where he went last Sunday on lanai-
boss. He is now preparing to leave
for several points, in this section to
install newly organized lodges of this
order.
RED-HEADED MAN
MISTAKEN FOR SQUIRREL
Tillman Thompson Shol Through the
Head by Robert R. Crabtree.
Mlorganfield Ky., Aug. 1.—Robert
' 'R. Crabtree, a leaading dry gtoda
merchant of Morganfield, shot and
killed Tillman Thompson yesterday
afternoon. Mr. Crabtree and his
family are staying at Chalybeate
Springs, about five miles from here
Mr. Thompson who lived neaacasea•-
vile, and a party of friends have been
at the springs about a week. Yester-
day afternoon Mr. Crabtree and Mr.
Thompson went out squirrel hunt-
ing. They separated, and later Mr.
Crabtree saw what he thought was
a fox squirrel about fifty yards away,
and he raised his rifle and fired. The
ball struck Thompson in the head,
going through and coming out on
the othsr side. • Mr. Thompson died
almost instantly. The mistake is ac
counted for by the fact that Thomp-
son had red hdir and nothing could
be seen but the top of his head.
Both men are prominent. Mr. Crab-
tree is married and has several chil-
dren. Mr. Thompsoneras a bachelor.
BRIDGES WILL NOT START IT BELONGED TO TERRELL, BUT
DRIVEN BY PACIFIC TEA
YET. COMPANY.
Board of Works Wants Him to Go
and Finish Other Work Be-
fore Taking This Up.
Contractor Bridges has not yet
started the world on the Caldwell
street culvert at Cross creek on ac-
count of having so much other work
on hand that he cannot get to this
piece of work for some days yet; and
then, also, the board of works does
not desire that he commence this
improvement until he finishes some
of the other work on hand, as they
do not want it started until he cat
put all hie men cm it and have no
reason for work to be stopped before
completion.
About the time the contractor be-
gins on the culvert that will be in
the center of the hollow, the board
of works will have the city employes
corinvence filling up the hollew
with dirt hauled from other portions
of the city. The city does all the
work except actual construction of
I the concrete cuA,ert which Bridges
has been awarded at a cost of sev-
eral thousand dollars. It is thought
the improvement can be completed
with one month of constant work
When it is done the bridge will be
torn down.
REMAINS &HIPPED.
Last evening at 6 o'c'ock the re-
main. of Van Gilder, coloredt were
shipped to Memphis, Tenn., for burial,
orders to that effect having been re
ceived heir by the undertaker. He is
the negro railroader who was struck
by a train at Dyersburg, Tenn., sev-
eral nights ago and who had his
skull fractured and leg broken, the
latter being crushed so that amputa-
tion was necessary, the operation be
ing performed at the railroad hos-
pital.
The Regtster, ro per week.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciate,f
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. IL Oehlschlaecer
DRUGGIST
HORSE WITH
SORES ON BACK
FOR SOME DAYS
ISIXTH AND BROADWAYTELEPHONE 63.
IIP.In••••••••
•■••
Officer Thomas Sanders Will Com-
mence Getting Warrants Against
the Peeople.
Yesterday morning Humane Officer
Thornaas Sanders found the Pacific
Tea and Coffee company driving a
horse with a very sore back. The
officer made the driver take the ani-
mal out of tilt wagon and put her in
the stable. The beast belongs to
Terrell brothers and is hired daily to
the !ea and coffee Than to make his
deliveries. The sore was a' very ugly
one, and the officer will not permit
'the animal worked until fully recov-
ered.
Officer Sanders is flow preparing
to Kart a crusade of warranting
against people mistreating their
horses. He has been in the office
now for several months, and the!
newspapers have made such repeated
mention of his dirties and actions
there is no cause for anyone to be
ianorant of his existence or mission,
and now that al are thoroughly ae-
qiiainted witth what is to he expect-
ed along this line, he will not be
lenient any longer, but commence'I
getting warrants against everybody
guilty of mistreating animals.
Heretofore he has been compelling
e.rivers to keep in the stable horses
found wi0. sores on them, while
shoat tat .arg the brutes, were warned
not to do it again. Now warrants
will substitute warnings and a vigor-
cus prosecution made.
In every case thus far the officer
has secured a conviction of the ac
-
cused, who has been fined.
Almost every coat dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is 
°lily
one coal that can prove it. The 
Pitts-
burg Coal office, ta6 Broadway. 
Both
phones N. 3. J..nes J. O'Donne:1,
General Manager.
FIGHTING CONTIUES.
Warships Now Reported Bombarding
the Fortress.
London, August t.—A clutter • dis-
paitich from gelsingfors, Finland, mays,
that fierce fightng continues at Svea-
bora. Up to midday over 600 men
have been killed or wounded.. War-
ships are now trornbarding the fort-
resi: The inhabitants of Helsingfors
are in a state of panic.
SWITZERLAND AND FRANCE
FIXING COMMERCIAL TREATY.
Berne, August t.—An understand-
1
ing has been reached between Swit7-
crland and France on the subject of
a commercial treaty.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, ta6 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
FROM MO PITTSCURO COk CO. 
TELEPHONE, tit 3
— 
OFFICE 126 SRO ADWAV 
PADUCAH.
EVERY APPLICANT Before Trading YourWANTS ROWE
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILMS BICYCLIC°
_AS
BOARD OF PENSION EXAMIN-
ERS HELD MONTHLY
SESSION.
They Had Nine Applicants Before
Them, and Each Wanted More
Pay for Civil War Service.
The board of pension examiners for
this district held its monthly meeting
yesterday at thas office of one of the
members, Dr. Henry Duley of Broad-
way between Fifth and Sixth streets.
1 here were nine parties before the
board for physical examination, all
being soldiers who are drawing pen-
sions but want increases for service
during the Civii war.
The white parties examined were
Henry W. Johnson of Metropolis,
111; Thomas N. Lawrence of Me'
tropolis. Ill; Thomas L Roberts of
jappa, Ill; William -ft Baldwin of
Mayfield, Ky.
The colored parties were Armstead
Richardson of Paducah, Ky; Wash-
ington Cobb of Metropolis, Ill., and
Richard Tart of Fulton, Ky. The
board examines these parties and
then forwards the papers of the pen-
sion department of Washington,
whither or not the applicants shall
which or not the applicants shad
have a raise in their pension.
Pittsburg Coat C,o. Offtte No. 135
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
HAVANA MAYOR AND'
ALDERMEN RESIGN.
Havana, July 3t.—The mayor of
Havana and all the aldermen re-
aigned this evening in anticipation of
a request for their resignations by
President Palma tomorrow.
The government has long contem-
plated replacing the entire city gov-
ernment with new men. The dis-
satisfaction with the late mayor and
aldermen was partly on partisaan
grounds and partly on account of a -
leged incompetence and graft
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 114.00:
Unlimited ticket $s.ob meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over Vs° each, without
treats; Sa.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo.
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
Mattil9 Efingeralb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. TRIED STREET; PADUCAR. KY
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s awe yoa
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
flft
. COU LSON,
P LOMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
?hone 133. 220 H. lhird
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
AREAL EfTATE AGENCY
PAIDUCAH REAL ES'i ' • . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. Wag
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WAirtERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
rr.DG R CV. WAITTE.Milkle 01. 18.s4J'sske1%. do
43 Copies tor 1 cent
THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF THEM ALL
Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65.
YOU CAN MARE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME
What more do you want? Try a dozen sheets,
purple or black, for 30c. Your, money back if you are
not satisfied.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT 1
isin his character were sent
"e•—•
4
7
•
THE REGISTER'
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REGISTER Nr.WSPAPER
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At Register ttunaing, 523 Broadway.
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Drive Out the Idle Element.
It is the wise man who profits by
the experience of others, or takes
every precaution to guard against evil.
The same holds good in the govern-
ment of cities. Idleness begets crime
Paducah has too many idle and dis-
solute men andi women .both black
and white. 'Especially Is this so in
the matter ,of negroes. Paducah
neechr a general cleaning up of 'the
vagrant class. Hundreds of homes
are without cooks and house help;
employers of common labor are hand-
icapped in their work by being unable
to find mien. The material progress
of the city is being seriously affected
by these conditions, and we believe it
to be the imperative duty of the au-
thoritiee to take hold of this matter
by adkspting the slogan "Go to work
or leave town." We do not mean
to have the police made a spasmodic
effort, but to go to work in a sys-
tensatic and business-like manner.
There are hundreds of negro men and
women in Paducah who never make
an honest dollar. They congregate
about the negro dives, saloons and
street corners, fill up on mean, whisky
and indulge in all manner of lewd-
ness* and vice. They become steeped
in crime, and instead of being good
citizens they become a burden, and
ako constitute a dangerous element
in the population. Paducah has many
good negro citizens who are e bene-
fit to the city, but the great mass
of tillesn.e.groffet ire:undesirable in ev-
ery respect Many of them have
passed the point where they can ever
he mick of any value to the coin-
' munity in which they live.
Now, if that class is of no benefit
to the city, it necessarily follows that
they are a detriment to it, and thst
being true, it. is the duly of the au-
horities to drive them out of the city.
The number of worthless negroes
in Paducah is constantly increasing
and t is only a matter of time be-
fore tkastic methods must be adopted
for the protection of the families and
homes of the city. But why wait for
that time to arrive? Why not take ac-
tion now?
iThe average negro, if left to his
own inclinations and purposes, will
degssnerat; he needs a restraining in-
fluence backed by good 'advice. His
salvation as a citizen rests in the
practice of iduetty. That virtue;
alone, will save him from himself.
Without it, he becomes a derelict up-
on the sea of life, anell often crosses
pallt of moving forces laden with
goo4, and bound for the 'harbors of
righteousness.
The negro problem in the south
is one that has engaged the atten-
tion of thinkers for a half-century
or more, and but one feasible
Coutes been reached, and that
force him to engage in lawful
solu-
is to
pur-
suitt and perform his part at honest
labor. Not only is it a crime againstl
society to suffer him to pass hie days
in idleness, but it is en injustice to
him as well. Left to hinrs,c1f, he is
helpless to combat the desire ie.,' ease'
and drifts towarde the life of an ani-
mal with' no higher aim or purpose
than to eat, sleep and go with the
title. As, the natural consequences oi
being left - to his own weak - will, he
becomes worthless and triflingetinaly
he becomes a criminal in the true
sense of the word and a menace to so-
ciety.
Aside from those who are honest
nd industrious • the negro will never
kfasnottnt -to anything unless a stronges
force is behind him. To make a de-
citizen lie mete work, and if
bewill not go to work then be should
# the rInven out of. the city. loevill se-
, quike something of an effort for the
authorities to ,put the wheels in mo-
titit, but it can be done. The police
should list the name of every, idle
negro in the city and follow his move-
meets elosely. Order him to go to
work, and if he does, not, invoke the
law against vagrancy and the city
jtsitge will do the rest.
'The larger newseapers of yeritenday
containedeeeenunts of five different
assaults upon wc/tteen by negroe
brutes. And unless Patiticalli takes
steps to rid itself of the presence of
several hundred vagabonds and vic-
ious negroes, one may expect to.see
this city made the scene of tradegies
of a sensational order. It is within
the power of the police of Paducah
to make it se warna for idle negroes
that the city will soon earn the repu-
tation of being one place where they
cannot tarry. Every now and then the
police have a desperate time with the
vicious negro, and their lives are al-
ways in danger when dealing with
that claw Conditions are growing
worse all over the country, and there
exists no reason why this city should
not begin the work of getting rid .4
that class. Forewarned is forearmed
A Word to Mr. Bryan.
If Mr. Bryten intends to overhaul the
national denrocratie committee, as
evidenced by his going after the scalp
of National iCommitteeman Sullivan
of Illinois, whom he accuses of fraud
and corporation connections, the at-
tention of the distinguished Nebras-
kan is respectfully directed to the al-
leged representative of Kentucky on
the national committee.' In this city
Woodson is associated in the news-
paper business with men of the most
pronounced; corporation stripe, and
who never voted for Bryan and who
never will vote for him. The news-
paper published by Woodson. and his
gold bug corporation associates', 33
strictly a corporation she:se and shows
the cloven foot on every occasion.
Furthermore 'Woodson is. not a r e p-
resen t at i ve of the 4/044 of 
.
Ken-
tucky or any othensbepastolHe is re-
garded: as a cheasPfkOtician and a
gracter, and clooes ejlepeparty more
harm 'than gook), ' *41; the been made
manifest time and; • in recent
elections. William:II-Randolph 'Hearst
in his newstpapM-i;t1 O'ri):1-4. referred'
to Woodson's as one of "Belmont's
Minor Assets," and that hit the nail
-square on the head. As Woodson
claimer to stand near Mr. Bryan, and
we dot ibt it, we wish to say to Mr.
Bryan that while he is wanting demo-
crats to be careful of the company
they keep, he should set them an ex-
ample by repudiating such weaklings
and cheap john eatolt as Woodson it
known to be in •
Kentucky for Clean Elections.
(Louisvi)le Herald.)
The growing feeling all over Ken-
tucky for clean elections is a happy
sign for the frture. The fair elec-
tion was the bu•wark of the early
republic. It is yet the sole guaran-
tee of permanence for Americaan in-
stitutions. No thoughtful American
but see that in corrupt eleections lies
the one grave danger of this coun-
try's passing into the hands of an
oligarchy. Kentucky has suffered in-
calculably from stuffed ekctions. So
(lisgustee(I have the peeople grown
of these travesties on decency and
law that the man who makes hint-
self conspicuous in the perpetuation
of that sort of fraud' writes an his
own forehead sense/re of political
execution.
Gratified 'beyond measure is the
Herald to see its own repeated posi-
tion on this vita: subject now so
strongly taken by the Georgetowts
Times, a clean and respectable demo-
cratic state paper:
"The action of the democratic
county committee of Scott couny in
declaring for a primary election next
month that shall be free from .bribery
or corruption in any way. shape or
form, will meet the hearty approba-•
tion of all good citizens. There is 4
grCWing plIbik sentiment all over the
state and in other states in favor
of greater honesty in politics, and
this . is one of the most hopeful
signs for the future. Let all elections
be made as honest as possible. Let
the- best men be nominated for every
office to be filled, from the highest
to the lowest. Let honesty and fidel-
ity be made the chief qualification.
Let it be made so hot for the grafter,
big or little, at home and abroad.
that he will be glad. to hide his di
minishedl head from the public view
Let him be sent into retirement, to
remain there."
The eleection thief, however high
his official position, is a thief, more
pernicious than the bank thief him-
self. The bank thief takes from in-
dividluale. the election their takes
from a whole community. The bahk
thief takes money only, the election
thief takes more than money. lie
takes self-rule from the people and
makes lawmakers of men the people
do not desire in that important office.
He is .1•1 pnblic enemy, and cannot be
too severely dealt with.
inittee contradicts all that we
say in the party's behalf. His corpor-
ate connections would haem-theepa
far beyond his power to aid the or-
ganization, but this could be left for
some future convention to deal witb
if he were actually the choice of the
Democrats of Illinois.
"The fact, however, that he hods
his office by a fraud and against the
express wishes of a majority-es+
delegates to the state convention
makes it impossible for honest Demo-
crats to associate with him as mem-
ber of the committee. If we do not
maintain the right of the majority to
control party policy and select the
earty's represeentatines for while can
we contend? The,4 feet that
Sullivan hipoken 'kindly oc ene
enables me to discuss the smatter
withobt risk of havfng. my actions
attriliuted to personal malice, but he
ought to see that I woulld be um-
worthy of anyone's confidence *if I
failed to protest against his _con-
tinuance upon the committee, either
to conciliate him or out of fear of
his hostility.
"There is room In the party for
all who honestly favor Democratic
principles, but the leadership must be
in the hands of those who have the
confidence the party and whose
prominence will strengthen the
party."
"If he will at once send his resig-
nation to the chairman of the Na-
tional Committee and make the mat-
ter public he will show his desire to
help the party and Will do much to
restore himself in the opinion of
those who felt outraged by the last
state convention. If he refuses to
resign and thus puts his ambition or
his business before the party's suc-
cess, the sooner he is ejected from
the committee ehe better. It ought
to be made an issue in the state con-
vention, if necessary, for the demo-
cracy of Ihnois cannot fight under
such leadership and ought not to per-
mit itself to be misrepresented on
the Netiorral Committee.
Yours truly, . W. J. BRYAN.
"The Trossachs Hotel, Loch Katt r-
ine, July 17."
can
Letter to Judge Thompson.
"Judge O. P. Thompson, Jackson-
ville, Ill.; Miy Dear Judge—If the
effort to induce Mr. Sullivan to re-
sign from the national. committee
fails, I wish you would deliver the
fotowing message to the Democrats
of Illinois: 'You live in the largest of
the Western States and ,must play an
important part in the work which lies
before the Democratic part)'. YOd
can do little to advance Dernckratic
principles so long as you Piii4liti'ffee
most fundamental of these principles,
namely, the right of the majority to
rule, to be vio'ated. Mr. Sullivan
was selected is national committee-
man by delegates who were not
chosen by the convention."
Unfit for Place.
"As he was one of the leaders in
the high crimes and misdemeanors
committed against the democracy of
Illinois. his refusal to resign cannot
be attributed to ignorance of the
facts, but is proof positive of his un-
fitness for the place. We are about
to enter upon a campaign in which
our party 'will appeal to the people
and ask the confidence of the nation.
I do not know how you.. the Demo-
crats of Illinois, cou'd better open
that campaign in your state than I))
demanding his resignation. Let it be
known that you insist on honest
politics within the party, and then
you will be believed when you plead
be- honesty in the government. I am
sorry that your convention comes be-
fore my return, for I would be glad
to come to Illinois and give you any
assistance within my power. I have
avoided taking part In personal con-
tests within the party, but whenever
yeanoc cen L eirg eisr a Democrat
asatfts the right of the party to
eevern itself I do not hesitate to take
part in the fight. I had hoped that
he would resign in the interests of
harmony, but his refusal leaves you
no choice but to repudiate him or
abandon Democratic pri ith
best wishes for your success I
very truly yours,
11W
am,
J. BRAN."
lintlivart:i Answer.
Chicago,. Aug. J --in teply Mon.
William Jennings Bryan that e re-
sign from the Mtnocratic Netional
Committee, Rdter SUllivan makes the
folowine reply" '  •
"I have ssen the letter pet-porting
to be written by Mr. Bryan, and am
prepared to accent is 'all genuine, al-
through the charicter of the men
whom 'Mr. Bryan appears' to have
chosen as his cotrfidents is such that
timer might be serieus doubts as to its
authenticity. If the letter was written
by Mr. Bryan it furnishes proof that
Mr. Bryan has allowed himself to per-
sist in what the Democratic national
convention of reoa declared was a
misrepresentation and a libel. It is
proof that he is mistaken agnins as
he was on the free silver question,
and that lie is wrong twain. as he
was when he -permitted himself to
cut so tinveniehle a figure as he did
in ehe Bennett will controversy.
"it is apparently Mr. Bryan's mis-
113ig Row Will Result
tw
f rttme to jump to a corichjiton ,44o
eadily, and to be misled by men
whose assumed friendship for a boy-
hood companion is not sufficiently
great to prohibit their attempting to
place him in an awkward and' false
(Continued Front Page One.)
light before the great majoritrof the
Democrats of Illinois.
"The men to whom I refer—Mil-
lard Pilmore Dunlap and Judge Owen
oThompsone the_ leaders (Caw. fac-
tion known as the Jacksonville ,cailsal
—are men_ who have -been ewice ut-
terly repudiated by the Democrats
of the state.
"The fact that my neme happens to
lee Sullivan is by far more potent
reason to then-140r attemptin todis-
credit me than any that they have or
can be urged. The real reason for
their opposition to me, I believe Mr.
Bryan to be ignorant.
"It is not the first time Mr. Bryan
ha, been dkeeived by these men. He
was invelged into pleading their
cause two years ago. He gave their
claims the only merit they possessed
i
by presenting them at St. Loins.
'What was the verdict? He pleaded
for them before as sub-committee of
the Democratic national committee,
and the committee decided against
them. 'He renewied hie efforts before
the Democratic national cornimittee
and again lost his case. A commit-
tee on credentials, composed of 'Dem-
ocrats. representing every state and
territory in the Union, next declared
the men whom Mr. Bryan now
champions. to be liars and vilifiers
of Finally, the highest tribunal to which
an apneal could be taken t heard Mr.
Bryan's plea for Dunlap and Thomp-
son, and the result was as before.
Must Be Others.
"Mr. Bryan says I hold my seat on
'tee Democratic national eestrimattee
be fraud. That seat came to me by
virtue of a vote of •AQ to 5 in my fav-
or. It is one to which a Democratic
natienal convention declared I was
entitled. If I hold my seat bv fraud
then Mr. Bryan, must accuse Senator
Tillman of South Carolina, Senator
Culberson of Texas. Senator Dubois
of. Hahn, John Sharp WIlliarns of
Mississippi, Clark Howell of Georgia,
the Democratic leaders in the 'solid
south, the majority of those in the
east north am! the west, of compeund-
ine a felony.
"If I am unfit to associate with
'honest Democrats' as Mr. Bryan
says, then the men who stood me
are also. and surely Mr Bryan cannot
accept a nomination whit-3, must
come. if come it &see from •'•‘• men
who decided I was fit. and th-t Dun-
lap. Thompson and the Jacksrerville
cabal were not only unfit, Ioit had
lied, slandered and vilifIed, o- myself
but the majority of the delegates who
sat in the Soringfield state convention
of T. and by virtue of Arms* of-
flees I hold my office.'
"Even if I were willing to resign.
,as requested. Iclould not do so under
itgrregt conditions. If I did, after the
i46,441 /Mikis Mr. Bryan makes,
evnitkl be declaring not onle thas
was guilty of fraud. but th-t three-
fourth, of the Democratic !catnip 'n
the cotmtry were equally geilty.
"In concheetion. I would lit-e to re-
mind Mr. Bryan that the 'fun ',mental
principles of Democracy' -which he
!speaks of do not include reeogni-
tion of political czardom. Demo-
crats may have their leaders, the lead-
ers wily (have their followers, hot
their leaders will never he autocrats
and the followers will never he !Jerk,
obedient to the orders prompted by
court favorites."
Machinery For Light Plant
(Continued From Page )
manic and aldermanic nreetiegs next
week.
Qualified Yestortirf.
Lon Craldhll. the newly epointed
councilman from the Four') ward.
was' sworn into office yesterday morn-
ing by City °trio Henry Bailey, who
administered the oath. Mr. Crandall
will take hie position next Monday
night without further action, as the
mayor's power of appointment does
;Ire have to he confirmed by the leg-
islative bodies.. Mr. Cradall takes the
place made vacant by resignation of
Race Dipple..
Hose Not Tested.
Chief James. Woods of the fire de-
tenlesent did' not yesterday get to
test the new hose received from the
factories, because he could not pro-
cure the testing machine from Jack-
son's foundry, the p:ece of mechanism
beig in use. As soon as he can get
hold of it the chief will start the
testing work trying about soo feet
at a time in presence of the fire com-
mittee from the legielbtive board.
Bought the Rock.
-Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
yeeterday received a letter from the
perties, controlling the iron finance
property on Third. and Norton etrets,
in which the/ )sitter agreed to accept
the price offered them by the city of-
ficials; for the rock stored upon the
furnace grounds here. The board of
worlds empcssee'redl the street inspector
to purchase the material that will be
iteed, -whenever possible. to repair the
streets. There are about 350 yards
upon the property, andi will he drawn
fiForn when the occasion arises.
Automobile Nturibers.
Lthe owners of automobiles are pm.')-
curing their numbers from City Clerk
Bailey. and this, week all will he pro-
vided with them. The numbers are
attached in a conspicuous place on the
asochine 50 it can ilee &thefts"
glance who owns the flyer, as'l
parison of the number with' the 'clerks
books shows this.
NEW STABLE.
Contract Awarded to Contractor
Karnes by Smith Estate.
Centractor eel/014am Karnes ha,
been awarded tAie cootract for the
handsome new two story brick stable
building to be erected on Third street
between Kentucky avenue and Wash-
ington, by the J. R. Smith estate
The structure will cost ese5oo and be
the finest stable in this section of the
country. The brick work was sub-
let by Mr. Karnes to Contract&
6eorge Weikel, who this morning
begins tearing down the old walls;
preparatory for the new ones.
The—esable—sies beside the Henne
berger house, and will be occupied by
the Gus Thompson Transfer corn
pany.
HERE YEARS AGO.
Mr. John Huey of Texas Here For
First Time in 36 Years.
Mr. John Huey of Houston. Texas.
is in the city for .a visit to his
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. White
field of Seventh and Kentucky
avenue.
Mr. Huey is here for the first time
in thirty-six years, his last visit be-
ing at that time when he was on hi7t
bridal tour, having married Miss
Jessie Enders of New Orleans, who
has a number of relations in this
city. Since his last visit he has
'found that Paducah has sprung from
a small village into a metropolitan
city of importance.
EMPLOY COUNSEL.
Commissioners Will Fight the Rail-
roads Of State.
Dr. Mac D Ferguson state railroad
commissioner from western Kentucky
passed throitgh here yesterday for
Louisville where fit and the other
crimmissioners will decide upon em-
ploying counsel to represent them in
rhe federal court where the railroads
have gotten out an injunction restraiit-
ing the commissioners from enforcing
the new freight rate schedule. The
court granted a temporary injunction
effective tmtil September 24, when
there comes up the question of mak-
ing the restrain-ng order perputal.
Almi/st every coal dealers claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 7e6 Broadway. Both
phones 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
RICH PEARLS ARE FOUND
Lucky Discoveries Cause Rush of
Buyers to the Western Rivers.
New York% July 3t.---A rush oi
wholesale Merl merchants from New
York to the Wabash. Mississippi
Ohio and other western rivers has tak-
en place in the last few days. One
round. svelte pearl weighing sixty-
three grains was bought several dee*
ago by Maurice Brower of if John
street and is said to be held at VS.-
000. although it was sold by the origi-
nal finder for 75 cents. The pearl
came in a Ad/ the size of a silver *d-
int- and was taken out of the %Isis-
eippi river on the Wisconsin hank.
Another gem offered for $5,noo in
the Maiden bane district last week
by I. E. Anthony of Comanche, Iowa.
is a ninety-nine grainpear-shapeddroe
of a pink color. Other tinted heamies
of various sizes tip to too grains have
arrived from Vincennes, Id,, Prarie
du Chin. Wise and other ceneees of
the pearl thawing activity.
The Register, to per week.
Try a Register want add.
Dependable
JE WEE. RI
Artistic
and
BEAUTIFUL
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
showing all of the
NEW STYLE BRACELETS
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER:
327 BROADWAY.
pRINTIN
THAT PLEA
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
-r _
KENTUCKY PRINTING
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
t to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Paducah, Ky.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sseehirs.
country of Western North Carolina.
offering a high altitude, bracing
cI•rnate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send tett cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass, Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist.
Agent, Louisville, Ky:
S. B. ALLEN. Asst. Genl.
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
Pass.
_./4
4
4
Pus.. 'IN
 L.-
Have
Moved
to
Ii
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 722-a.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer _House Bar,
L A. Iligomarino.
; -
•
•
•
Two Combines
Crash Together
TELEPHONE WAGON PUT ICE
VEHICLE OUT OF COMMIS-
SION YESTERDAY.
Street Car Knocked Misses
and Bebout Out on Third—Gar__
ner Fell Asleep.
Yesterday morning Silas Downs in
c'harge of one of Robertson's ice wag-
ons, was driving by Twelfth and
'Bei-Mei:iv-ave. with forty-five hundred
pounds of ice. While crossing the
street going one way, the old tele-
phone co:way employes cause dash-
ing down the intersecting thorough-
fare with the big pole raising wagon,
to the sidle of which protordes out
a long arm. The telekalsope wagast
clashed into the ice vehicle, and tore
the badiraiid oisehe tji
Downs had to send for anotlief ve-
hicle, load the ice itstot-it, and then
send the maged rig th the shop for
repairs. No one was injured in, the
collision.
Knocked -From Rig.
Yesterday at noon Misses Rosa
Thurman and Blanche Bebout were
driving down Washington street in a
phaeton, when they started across
Third street and 'had gotten upon the
track, before they noticed an ap-
proaching car ftbat, stratk theig ye-
hide, knocking both out. The .Puit.-
ton was badly damaged, but the horse
did not run away atiks 1out as
'Thar- ibruised .painfully, while/-
man escaped injury.
Asleep in Buggy.
• Yesterday morning ;booty, laefoite
one o'clock Mr. Claude titrekt4a.%ale
furniture dealer of Tbira- near Ken-
tuelcy avenue, was driving past
Twelfth and Trimble sInteta, %ten a
street car struck his rig tiroakintg him
ut and breaking the wheels of the
buggy. Ile had been to the Maxon's
Mill section 'if the eonntry to see a
young lady friead and returning hadfallen asleep in tai vehicle. Garner
was rendered tutcopscious for a mo-
ment by the coilislatia;
Detective
r Returns Today
DETECTIVE MOORE EXPECTED
BACK FROM LEXINGTON.
TENN.
Hattie Dobbs and Will Strickland
Colored. Arrested by the Officers
—S. Basler was Here.
'Detective T. J. Moore is expected
back taday from Lexington, Tenn.,
where he went after D. Blacken, who.
instead of waiting for the officer to
come for him came voluntarily to this
city yesterday and gave bond for his
appearance before the grand jury, be-
-.ng charged with complicity in the
"green goo" deal whereby the Robinn brothers of Milan. Tenn., were
fleeeced out of $.47o at the St. Nicho-las hotel Iasi )spring
Derides Arrested.
Hattie nobba anal Will Strickland.
:colored, were warranted yesterday on
the charge of engaging in s fight
The Dobbs woman was then war-
ranted on the additional accusatiqn ofbeing disorderly in the presence 3f
Sarah G. Cernekell and Hattie Cook.
Visiting Officer.
Captain , Alex Basler of Louisville
was here yesterday, a visitor at the
City Hall. and left last evening for
Chicago He is In charge of the cen-
tral pofce slant:foga/tit Falls City,
and is now off orf Wf days' vaca-
tion.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No.
Broadway. Both telephoam No
The best coal in Pachtaati
- The cheapest coal in Paducah
136
3.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest '*4 bes
excursion ort of Paducah.
S8100 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of plea-tire, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave eacit
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Bratwn. agent.
A. S. DABNEY"
'Truahart BuIlding •
• II
Annual Affair Think Arrest
For Birthday Is Good One
R. LUNTZ STEVENS OF LOVE-
LACEVILLE SECTION
ENTERTAINED.
ig Time Had at the' Swell .41,tharing
Given by the ilVeff-EnOWW-41%.
baccoriist Yesterday.
1 4,1r. Lutz Stevens, the well known
tobacconist of the Lovelaceville sec-
'lion, yesterday gave his big annual
dinner to a large number of friends
at this home, complimentary to the
sixty-eighth anniversary of his berth
.The home and. grounds were filled
I
with many friends who were feasted
as none other than this prince of en-
tertainers know how to do, the dinner
consisting of many courses profuse
with the seasonable delicacies. After
the big spread! Dr. Holland', of Gra-
bamville, was chosen as toastmastcr,
land many fine after dinner speeches
iliatened to. Mr. Stevens is one of
the best known men in this section of
the mate, and these annual affairs are
always looked forward to with great
pleasure by his many friends.
The following were his guests yes-
terday: Dr. Holland and family, Mr
James Skinner and family, 'Mr. Lem
B. Ogilvie, Mk. S. R. Culver, J. L.
James and, wife, I. T. Dean and wife,
W. E. Black and wife, V B. Rudolph
and wife. Clint Overstreet and wife,
Will C. Gray and wife, Miss Jincye
.Stnith, Dr. E. F.. Burrows, J. K.
Rudolph and family, Miss Sat Nelson
'Mrs. Lovelacji. Stanley Lovelace, H
N. Miassiey. Sias. L B. Loftin, Mrs
.H. A. English, John W. Ogilvie and
wife, Mrs. Lem Buchanan and family.
Pet Reeves and family, Mrs. H. S.
Williams, Win. Ware and family, Dick
Holland and family. Oise Jennie
/lord. Alas. W. C. Griffin. R. S Hook.
Be Waille..aire. W. A. Powell. J. E.
Jett, James Skinner. Tr.. A W. Ras-
sinarton and wife. Misses Grace and
Tillie Lovelace. Samuel Ware, Mrs.
Jennie Lovelace, B. E. Stahl and *rife,
Miss Antic Hook. Henry Massie and
wife. Dr. Distirukes and family. Mrs.'
A. L. Dorsey of Springfield. Tenn.!
Miss Sirnme Burrows. Mrs Mrs Nan-'
nie Armatrong, Taylor Murphy and
rainghter. E.. P. Howell and wife. Mrs
T. B. Loftin, Miss Nancie Schnutuse
R M Peyton and wife. Nfri. Eliza- '
beth Harrison. Samuel Crossland, Jr. 1
W. W. Armstrong, Z. T. nisnaukes
and wife, Mrs. Mary J. Hart, J. M
.Englera 1-Tarry R. liaptl W. J4
Englert. Fritz Metzger and famitY, 'R
M.' Peyton, R. C. Calissi and wife
John G. Rincliffe. Samuel B. Gott
Gus G. Singleton sod wife. Mrs. J
6 King, Miss Louise Harrison, Ver-
na Radolah. Mrs. 1'. W Settle. Ma .
Andrew Wyatt. Dr..Williaaa.,Steveso,
John Stevens, Mrs Maggie Davis, li
T.. Miles, Dr. N. W. Hilton. L. A
Buchanan and family, T L. Peyton
and son. J. P. alai-pay. Claude Hilton
M. L. Buchanan. George Whitelatif
and wife. Cornelius tals)., and wife
andfnany others.
Pretty Wedding
at, Smithland
MISS ORA LANDRAM AND
FRANKLIN N. K. BAILEY
MARRIED.
Bride is Daughter of Hon. George
Landram. While Groom is of
Edgefield College.
A wedding of much interest to Pa-
th:cabana was that yesterday morn-
ing in Smithlanch at which Miss Ora
Evelyn Landram was united in mar-
riage to MT. Franklin N. K. Bailey. It
was quite a social affair of the com-
munity and many admiring friend
witnessed the happy nuptials which
bound two prominent young people.
The wedding (secured at the residence
of the bride's parents, being perform-
ed by Rev. 'Hays of the Methodist
church.
The newly married' pair arrived here
at noon on the packet and were at
The Palmer: accompanied by Mr.
Clarence Landrana of the United
States navy, Captain Cain of Sumter.
South Carolina. an others. The
couple afterwards left for their ex-
tenvive bridal tour that. closes with
arrival September 15; at V.A.gefteld.
South Carolina, where they make
their home.
Unusually beautiful and highly cul-
tureck the accomplished bride is en-
dowed with the graces and traits that
have made her exceedingly popular.
She comes from one of West Ken-
tucky's best known families, being
the daughter of Hon. George Land-
rani the prominent Smiithland at-
torney who for years wa- cotrnt
•••+71•‘
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Me • "anie the vons; -eaor*
ant chairs in. the faculty of tile col-
lege at Fkigefield and ranks 'very high
in his profession.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The bast coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coat tt Paducah.
JACKSON CLAIMS HE IS FROM
KVERYWHERE IN
GENERAL.
At First Thought to be Robert Dia
Cefloced, Poi- Whom a $z,soo, ,
- Reward Is Offered.
Constable A. C. Shelton believes het
has made an important catch of the
nefaio Andrew Jackison, alias, M. S.
Johnson, whom he arrested yesterday
evening out beyond the Union depot
The dtarky told a dozen different tales
as to where he was from and when
and how he arrived in this city. He is
being held under a disorderly con-
duct charge, and daring his confine-
ment attempts will be made to as-
certain from whence he hails, as by
l•is nervous actions the constable be-
lieves the man is wanted at some
p!a.ce. Yesterday the man went to
the home of Roralee Anderson, col-
ored:, of the "Cancan" section of Me-
chanicsburg, and asked for permis-
sion to come in and! rest. The womandid not like his looks and refusedhim, but he came in anyhow. He
remained] only a moment though asher cries for help scared Jackson
away. The constable started lookingfor him and caught the negro atfer
a long chase.
'He was taken to Justice Charles
Emery's office last evening, and be-ing questioned it was learned, that hehad been sent to the penitentiary
twice from Summerville, Tenn., oncefor receiving stolen goods, and the
other time for stealing. Altogether
he "did time" of seven years and tan
months He first claimed to be from
Louisville, then from Memphis, Ful-
ton, Hollow Rock, and other placesin turn, and this convinces the author-ities he is wanted some where and is
tryng o _conceal from whence he
came.
At first the officers thought he was
fRobert L. Dix, who was sentenced) to
be hanged at Birmngham. Ala.. for
murder, July 6. but who escaped' from
the jail there, and has a reward af
$1.500 offered for his capture. Jack.
PATI is the same size, also a sign paint-
er, which profession Dix followed
but Jackson is shy the thre gold teeth
Dix possesees. Circulars describing
Dix and the reward have been re-
ceived here by the authorities from
Sheriff Andrew Burgin of Birming-
ham, and for a while Constable Shl-
*in thought Ire had ..the right man. but
closer scrutiny of the descriptive
cards. showed Jackson to be the
wrong man. They are convinced
though he is wanted some place.
_
Sines Still Confined
INJURED ICE MAN CANNOT
YET LEAVE COUCH, ON
ACCOUNT OF WOUND.
Switchman Scott Thrown From De-
railed Engine and Painfully Hurt
—Splint Removed From Hip.
Will Sines is not yet abe to leave
ha bed at Riverside hospital where
he has been confined for over one
month, as result of having his leg
amputated. The limb was crushed
a hen the street car struck the- ice
wagon at Third and Jackson streets,
and knocked Sines off right in front
of the car which passed over his foot.
The limb was amputated five inches
above the ankle.
Switchman Injured.
Switchman A. E Scott of the I.
C., is confined at the railroad hospital,
with severe bruises, caused by being
thrown violently from engine No. 199
when the engine was derailed yester-
day at noon on Tenth and Madison
streets. He resides at 1024 Jeffer-
son street.
Splint Removed.
Clara, the :Ude girl of Officer Al-
bert Senser, is able to aye removed
the splint from ma-Auld her right hip
that was painfully injured iseveral
%seeks ago by tumbling from the
porch. Last year she hurt her other
hip in such a way the limb drew up
until it is shorter than the other.
Holding His Own.
The doctors 'report that Mr. Lauis
F. Rieke Sr., continues holding his
own, which is he is no worse.
iWhy will you suffer
When
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain?
Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237, and we
will gladly tell you about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
Bright, Young
Lady Claimed
MISS JEANETTE GROSSMAN
DIED AND WAS SHIPPED
TO ST. LOUIS.
Mr. John Crice, the Dairyman, Ex-pired of Typhoid Fever, and
Body Taken Away.
Yesterday morning shortly before
one o'clock Miss Jeanette Crossman
died at Riverside hospital, where shehad been confined for several weeks
ala pe'vic abcess. The remains
were shipped last evening at 6:15
o'clock to St. Louis for interment,
that being her former home. The
body was accompanied by her
mother, who arrived several days ago
to attend her bedside.
The deceased was twenty-one years
of age and came here last spring to
accept a position with the ladies'
taloring establishment of Mr. Lee
Levy at 317 Broadway. She was an
unusually sweet and graceful young
woman, possessed of many attractive
traits, and by her happy and pleasant
manner made hosts of friends whe
deeply grieve over her dissolution
and extend their sympathy to the
stricken family.
Died of Dysentery.
Mrs. Alice Stegala died yesterday
morning, after an illness of only a
few days with dysentery, at the
residence of her sister, Mrs. Pat
Judge on Washington between
Fourth and Fifth streets.
The deceased was born 52 years
gp,at Hickman, Ky., and her home
afarin . Morley, Mo., but she had re-
'cied. here with her sister for the
ast few years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jnhn P. Atkins left
Yesterday for Morley with the re-
mains which will be interred there
today.
Died of Typhoid Fever.
Mr. John Price died yesterday
morning of typhoid fever at his home
on the Hinkleville road, just West of
Twentieth street. lie had been ill
for several weeks.
The deceased was 45 years of age
and the prosperous dairyman who
was well known in this city where
his business brought him daily. He
is survived by a wife, foor children
four brothers, four sisters and an
aged mother.
Tht remains were taken to Clinton,
Ky.. yesterday afternoon for burial
that being his former home.
Infant ilacpired.
Yesterday morning the infant of
Mr. Walter Sanderson of the county,
died of summer complaint and was
buried at the Mhspah cemetery.
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-,
BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
HAYES
aievotaT1-1 aND E 70ADWAY,
TEL , 70
LEAGU E PARK.
PADUCSyEsHMATTOON
AUGUST 2, 3, 4 AND 5
GENERAL ADMISSION 25c
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKETS ON
SALE SMI TH & NAGEL'S,
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
Game called at 3:30 promptly.
LEAGUE PAM.
Ii
The Modern Window Dccoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO'
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTgIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINiftr6 kOOME, RAVI.
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT /S ONE OF THE.
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
CICI Lee, 315 km
1.1•1=•-•
. •f4tr, '. iS ALL IT WILL COT TOP...14 1. ,o wr4te ter our big Yer.E.E BICICIAt: eritalok. ., 1, Lei • I, .: 
-.ring tne most complete line of hicli-eri•rts,
., n
 .. - , „ 
rr
(.. LES, TIMMS mad aitNDILLEhl at l'i,. . • •. I • .7 LOVII pity other enfal Oa," urer or dealer to l'le woC.1.
110 tiOT BUY A GICYCL... aor on any t.sord of:eels/I, until you hat-e received our eciv 0i:re Fr.,.. •tonnes illustrating and describing every kind of higlainittdv 'tad i. is le •bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our re:Marl:atilt L.. ill'llitEli cud wonderful new offers made par...s.ble by selling from fazturydirect to riar with no middlemen's profits.WE SNIP ON APPROVAL reit/tout • cent deposit, Pip the Fesight an.allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal arruis ninth lio runeshouse in the world will do. You will ',earn everything tad got nisch sealsable information by simply writing us a postal.We need a Maw Agent in every town and ens offer an arpoetunitsto make money to suitabk young men who apply at once.$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES O
 N
 L'IrRe 
---nra
as' Price t a 80 
-
itazo p er pair. w $4.80
..... 
pu To Introduce
We Will Soil NAILS 
,LASS 
TACKS 
' . '..,You a Sarapie OR GWON'T LETPair for Only OUT THE AIR(CASH WITH ODDER aces)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.Result of :5 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-It/S. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, Cambe vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Illadied Tirziand pairs osis Is Weal um. Over1311@gf+1-figll Thosflwal pairs sold lasi per.
Hotline the thick rubber tread
"A" and puncture *rips "B"
and "D." also rise strip
to gravest rim witting. TWO
wtil lirc"1/1:1"BLANI solIC(4111 .BABY MG.
•
OESCRIPTIONI Made in all Meta It is lively and airy riding, very durable and lined inmdawith a special quality of rubber, witch never becomes porous and which cle sea ar waall punctureswithout allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from sate-Aird customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. The.: yew no more thonan ordinary the, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers i t specialty.prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when oiling on asphaltor soft roasts is overcome by the patent "Daaket Weave" tread which prevents all sir fro:.1 being.waserwas out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regal*e price et these-tires is so per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making •'pedal factory price to the riceref only Melo per pair. AU orders shippod same day latter is received. We ship COD on approvaLYou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as regresented.We will allow • cash dismount of 5 per cent (thereby makiug the price $4.i1 per pale, if von sendrtruc CASH WITH (moan and enclose this save-nava:mot. We will also stead one nickelplated bream hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paw orders Obese metal,puncture closers to -be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires be be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly rebel and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,Illan ter, Repressor Preketh Agent or the Editor of this paper about ua, If >ou order a pair ofthew tires, you will find that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, lust longer and lootDoer than any tire you have ever used or wen at any price. We know that yes will be so well pleasedthat when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trialeater at once, hence this remarkable tire • .
M00ASTIFJP ballt-cip-wbuslis. @guiding, pedals, parts and repairs, ma., AIMS. everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thorium/priess charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big HUN DRY catalogue.DO NOT WAIT hat write 'la a postal today. DO NOT THUM BCYINGAI•bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new &Cr'wonderful offers we are making. It only coats • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
RCN CYCLE COMPANY, Depts0JL" 0111CMIL
.•TimeThdirms
INSURE
L. L. 13EBOUT
General Insurance Agel
Officet 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot
ture at the present time, and these
at present. Come one come al
st., produced by the only talking
of the world. The Victor and th
from Sic) to aro° put within the
wealthy. Remember that these
weather and sleep:7.g is a
beautiful moonlights we Lave
and hear 113 tYlt!::'at et06 S. stlo
machine, not only of U. S. but
e Zonophone talkie; srachtries
reach of the poc- as well as the
machines are she
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Bin. 35c, zo in. floc. ma in.
We have high thus opetatic records from $1-1.00, Sato°. $3.00.$aco, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from AcidalenaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Csasorz anda great many other celebrated a: tists of this kind.. I will play anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is jam-feet. Wedon't sell second hand Machines or records.. Every Machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't giveeiscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock ofneedels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal micas.We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zeno-phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to themost celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My conierts will befrom 7 p. m. to zo p. m.. No pieces played twice aihd we alayfrom 75 to TOO pieces every night. Remember that you CRI1 buythe Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We wi:1 takepleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zosephatte
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO.
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
anal don't you
IIECREATION HOURS
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE.
•Clever ech sin e lot /nee e- Car de--Un-
visual Way to Arrange Partners
at Lniormal Evening Affair-
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any size has
Its own individual postale, and in this
day and generation everyone is the re-
cipient of many of these charming re-
minders of travel, both at home and
abroad. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when she planned this af-
fair.
Th rooms were decorated with post-
als fastened together by holes punched
In the corners and ribbons run through
them. Panels were formed ix this
way and made a most effective decora-
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they would
Attract attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
Animated. "Do you remember" and
'"that reminds me" were expressions
-heard on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on local
souvenir. cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten in
number, addressIng them to her own
houtse number. By these they found
-their places at the table. Each one
leas asked to come prepared to relate
come incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the best story
In each class, souvenirs were awarded
Inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble linen came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of grape fruit,
-creamed potatoes served in ramekins,
whole wheat bread, cherry salad made
by replacing the pits California
cherries with ha .el nuts, serving it on
bead lettuce leaves with a rich may-
annalse dressing, end che se weans;
Ice cream was served in halves of can-
teloi e -with small cakes. The bon-
bons .ere in dress-suit case boxes, anJ
-the almonds in miniature band-boxee,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced e war the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and a candled cherry
In it.
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse line
child, or any number of children.
-Cover sewing tallea with an old Dian-
tot, or any soft material that will
make a soft pad. Then procure little
bowls of blue yellow, or the so-called
'Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon-the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon,
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl Of
course it will get wet, but It looks
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
'boiling shaved castile soap with water;
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula
always produces the largest aril most
gorgeous bubbles imaginable.
Offer prizes for the bubbles lasting
the longest: for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
In circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
'"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
isfaction. They may be blown or
fantod about the room, and it is a
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them
-In the air at the same time.
An entertainment which furnishes
Amusement for a young people's soci-
eety or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were Issued and everyone won-
dered what the affair could be. "Do
we eat it, pop It, or tetat?" No matte
factory replies were given; those In
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
ao all the expectant guests could do
'was to watt and see.
When the date arrived the rooms
'were found decorated with ears of rod
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
Irorn grill-work, from gas jets, and
'portieres were made from corn ker.
cells strung on a heavy thread. Thr
kernels were first soaked in lye ti
:soften for the needle.
A long basket filled with ears ot
corn, each tied at the large end wit)
ribbon, were passed to each guest witb
the request to count the kernelit
Wooden plates were furnished on
which to pet the shelled corn.. Afle1
had finished counting a memoran-
dum was taken, then the contents ol
cach plate were emptied ire° a large
bowl, which WV: conspicuously placed
in the hall. and ea h person requested
to guess the number of grains of corn
In the bowl. A record was kept ol
each guest. An , account WWI taken
:and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded prize..
The refreshments were hulled core,
served in bowls with Jersey e:eam an i
.sugar; hot corn muffins, wi h maple
syrup; popcorn, doughnuts and coffee
A hostess who wished for sotece
thing new in the way of place cards
for the six guests whom she had
*eked to lunch with her, devised this
teever scheme. She set about illustrat-
ing each girl's especial fad or individ-
ualism by pletdree which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but no
name.
One girl had a fashion of sitting
Turkish fashion on the fleet-, :
advertisement wee friend to suit the;
IO girl was
'easy, also the boatine Mil; the agues-
* ;goat *vas soon prtr:ded for, as wan
,•••-• V.1•1•• 71,
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
Interesting Tricks That Are Per-
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph ale described. In adde
tion to the e.a.chine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder ani a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is the, performed:
"The machiee must be speeded up
as high as pos:eble, and an announce-
ment recorded en a blank in a deep,
loud voice. Ti e machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When tee blank is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, aed the machine be brought
up again to hi: speed at which the
announcement - 7eade. When the
record is rem., at this speed the
the result wil. -he loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speech.
The second trick iescribed is the
reproduction ot a waistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on a blank, and after the speed
Is at about le0 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second part. When the
record is full set the recorder back
to the beginning aga.in without stop-
meg the machine. When the record-
ire points gets to the commencement
the pee e the first part will sound
faaitly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifecationn of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
THE ELEVATOR BATTERY.but that nee., not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiied record can be
easily cleanea with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
eel records may also be cleaned in thli
way, which fact suggests another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these Is
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chlue, and, of coarse, starts of exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
• change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting eseh in
two, and putting on a half of one and
• half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
in a reversed position, and when made
to run true will produce everythind
backward. A curious thing about
suck records is that the voice one
hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
is, of course, unintelligible."
e-• meteeneelleitielete rPrewuwuritletereeeeteeeee----,--.
WOMAN STALKED BY LIONS.
Terrifying Adventure with Six of
the Big Brutes in East
Africa.
Mrs. L. Hinde, whose husband is sub-
commissioner of the British East Africa
protectorate, has had the remarkaeie
experience et being stalked by lions,
and the still more remarkaLle fortune
of living to tell the tale. It was on the
Uganda reilviay, in a spot kitjtoric for.khe
ravages of man-eating lions, that Mrs.
Liinde met with the thrilling adventure
which she Deletes, says Blackwoodei
Magazine.
Camping out, the party, in which Mrs.
Hinde was could hear with horrid regu-
larity the screams of the wretched vic-
tims as they were carried off for the
maneaters' nightly repasts.
The camp was 70 miles from the near-
est connecting link with the outside
world, and communication had to be
kept up daily by native mail runners, it
was the habit of the lions to keep pace
In the long grass with the runners on
the track, and, having selected the most
appetizing member of the party, to
ponace upon him and carry him off into
the bush.
On one occasion, when out mapmak-
lug, Mr. and Mrs. Hinde came upon •
party of a dozen lions. possibly the man-
eating troop. Mr. Hinde fired twice,
dropping two of the beasts. He then
suggested that Mrs. Hinde should ride
back to camp, while he approached the
two lions, who might be dangerous, even
though mortally hit.
After riding for half an hour Mrs.
Hinde looked back and saw six of the
lions following her. The two native gun
bearers ran away, leaving her unarmed,
alone with her eats, an hour from camp.
She set off at a fast gallop, the sail
running by her side. In their path arose
an angry rhinoceros, which Bed from
them on to the lions.
Mrs. Heide reached camp In safety,
while Mr. Hinde was held up by the
rhinoceros, on which he did not venture
to fire for fear of turning it on Mrs.
Hinde.
Truth About Moonshine».
Novelists who have written about
rnoonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that is not real. We are led
to infer from works of fiction, says the I
St. Louis teeter-Democrat, that the!
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses;
to pay tax on it purely on principle.'
He does it to show that he has a free I
and untrammeled soul, according to ,
the writers. And he is always possess- I
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonshiner makes whisky :
and avoids the tax for revenue only
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo- 1
margerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshrner; he is not so averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of .omance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and In time can be made a picturesque ,
figure.
• Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fee.'
tory could build up a profitable trade
in pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
Instead of hollow, but there is a face
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
to the shooting galleries, where .a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satJafactory levet*. One shrewd peb
ter foual that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies aids
Bald all by himself.
The Ways of Nen.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and It is bard for peo.
pie to admire an artist who paints
his own portrait. -Chicago Record
kierald.
Lad the Starter Who Shoots the Big
Projectiles Up in the
Skyscraper.
"No," said the elevator starter in the
tall new downtown office building, "we-
Ten!-don't keep the cars waiting-
One! -any more tilrthey till up-Seven!
-we keep them going-Four-I-ail the
time. There's never a minute here-
Eight!-when you can't get a car-
Threer-whichever way you want to go
-Five!--up or down. You sibe—"
He was a trim young man, says the
New York Bun, in a trim uniform, and
he stood on the opposite side of the open
apace In front of the row of elevators.
Here he was out of the way of the people
but could see every elevator and every
elevator runner could see him. Surely
there was something doing bare all the
time; but still in the midst of it all the
starter found time to say a word or tire
In answer to an Interested visitor.
"You see," he said-"Sixl-we have •
good many brokers in the-Ten; -
building, and naturally they don't -
Ontil-want to lose any time getting -
Sevenl-to and from the street. and it's
just the same practically-Nine-wit:a
everybody; nobody likes to wait, and so
we try to accomo-Sixl-date them. It
takes a little more power, but not--
Three! -much, and It is convenient for
the people. There is never a minute
here when you can't-Five-get a ear
coming or going on any floor-Six: -W•
keep the cars moving."
And so he certainly did. What Grid-
ley and Bragg did in the way of firing,
In response to those historic orders-
"You may fire when you are ready,
Gridley," and "A little more grape, Capt.
Bragg"-wu nothing to what the start-
er was doing here, standing back of his
battery of elevators and firing, at the
rate of three shots a minute, enormous
projectiles through guns of a caliber
never heard of on lai I or sea, and keep-
ing this firing up, not through a single
action, but day after day and week In and
week out.
Low Finance.
George Ade was listening gravely to
a compliment. At the end he said:
"Thank you.
,
 
You remind me AI
something. A little while after the
appearance of my first book I went La
spend a week In a summer resort out-
side of Chicago. The landlord of the
modest hotel said to me:
"'Mr. Ads, you are . literary Min,
I believe?'
"I blushed and smiled, and answered
that I had written a few trines, noth-
ing more.
" '1 have several literary .men step-
ping here.' the landlord went on.
'Welt, I'm rather glad of that,'
said I.
"'Yes.' said fee lsee'orri 'I Ivo
it•ereey rem. They Noor re-"-et
paying in advance. They are used Lc
It."'-Washington Post.
Sop to Cerberus.
Citims.n-What have you on that pie
card?
Subbubs-It's a motto. "Down with
Norw ay."
"What do you care about Norway?"
"Oh, I've just hired a Swede cook."-
Pittsburg Post
Discovered.
Patron-Why do they call this place
a chop bottles?
Waiter-Why, sir, I suppose-
"Oh, don't trouble about it-I've
found out. Bring me a hatchet for
this
. 
Weak. will you?"-Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Disconsolate.
About the most disconsolate looking
woman we know anything about Is the
woman who holds the team wbile her
husband does the "ty2t.,wg" In a mi.
10011)-1Sta*Qa 0109.•
Hors Important
"Ah! Mrs. Newcomb," said the 210.
push Mrs. Subbubs, "my many modal
duties have prevented me from calling
upon you as I should. However, 1
will surely return your visit some
day-"
"Oh! that doesn't matter much," re
plied Mrs. Newcomb, promptly, "but I
do wish you'd return the groceries
you've borrowed from time to time."-
Philadelphia Press.
An Expensive Age.
Father (looking over the paper)-
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
frog pond has been discovered in Cen-
tre.] Africa.
Mother-What is that to us' .
Father-What is that to us! It
means that every one of our eight chil-
dren will have to have a new and re-
tilted edition of Highpricfee geography.
--N. Y. Weekly.
Pa's Language.
"Of course, Tommy," said the new
minister, "you believe there is such a
place as hell"
"Tee, sir," replied little Tommy
Hardman, "that's what pa sez, any-
how."
"Indeed? What did be say about It"
"Oh! he don't say anything about It.
He just sex it."--Philadelphia Press.
Serious,
Mrs. Bubble-Oh, James, that young
De Gaul has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble-Well, let 'em go. He
can have her.
Mrs. Bubble-They went in your au-
tomobile and-
Mr. Bubble--Great Scott' why didn'
you say so at first? Telephone to the
police at once'-Cleveland Leader.
He Knew the Ropes.
"Glad to welcome you into our little
family, Mr. Newcome." said Mrs. Stare-
em. "Our boarders almost inveriably
get fat."
"Yes," replied the new hoarder, who
was not, however, new to boardietg, "I've
noticed the same thing in most boarding
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't IL
ma am"-Philadelphia Press.
Flight of Time.
"Myra. dear," called the anxious
mother from the head of the stain as the
clock in the hall struck the midnight
hour, "have you any Idea how late it is?"
"Yes, mamma." answered the dutiful
daughter, who was plump, fair and 32,
"but it's better late than never. George
is busy measuring my finger for the
ring."-Chicago News.
Confidence Game.
"I've seen a good many balloon as-
censions," said the star boarder, "and
they were all fakes."
"Didn't they go up all right" asked
one of the other boarders
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
never seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall "-Chicago Tribune.
That Magnanimity,
First Footpad-No; de guy wuz big-
ger dan I fought, an' he wouldn't eciegh
up.
Second Footpad-An' what did you*
do?
First Footpad-Oh, I dieplayed some
of dat Japanese magnanimity an' let him
go.-Chicago Sun.
Domestic Reeds.
Husband-Anything you want down-
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
some more of that self-raising flour'
Wife-We have plenty left; but I
wish you would stop at an intelligence
°Mee and order me a self-rising serv-
ant gfrt.-N. Y. Weekly.
Pastoral.
Mary had a little lamb
Upon a famed excursion,
But Mary on1y Maned and wept
Because he wasn't Persian.
-N, T. Sun.
A GREAT PROTECTION.
flambe gets caught in the rain without
his umbrella.
How he solvea the problem.-Philadel-
phla Press.
Not Eli Fault.
1 tried te Icier, the roes, cheek,
Beneath that charming bonnet.
And yet I failed. I only touched
Th• fine complexion on it.
-Life.
Modern Convenience,
Little Girl (in church)-Why does so
many people put those little envelopes
on th' contribution plate?
Little Boy-Them's to keep the pen-
nies from makIn' so much noise.-N.
Y. Weekly.
Stale.
Stubb-There goes Miss Flasher.
Says she is just back from Newport
and her complexion is as brown as a
nut.
Penn-Yes, a chestnut -Chicago
News.
GOOl MORNING
• Did you swallow your slier: c: dust last night? I have a full lhae cd
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help ran stailithbOr keep down the dose._
D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 SC:011th F ourth St. 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone ,Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
ESTI trlir.:
Abram L Well & Com,
Campbell Buildirg. Both Phones 369
The Regiater, delivered, .10c per week
Thrif 7 Girl.
Her-I'd never Arry a penniless
Trench or British duke.
Him--Oood for you.
Her-Not if I eeeli eet en American
oil or coal baron, I 1114,11.-4j1U01141111, 4
SaL
•
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
• CORRECTED M AY 3oth, siege
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati . 8:2o a.m.
Leave Lotusvillo  ltrot p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City . 3:30 p.m.
Lorre Nortonville  4:08 P.m.
Leave Evansville  12:50
85 save Nashville 
Leave NopkinsvilIe 
Leave Pr'sceton  4:55 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m.
1-Allret Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Amorive Fuiton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive Gabbt, Term.  8:o6 p
Anrive Rives  8:13 p.m.
/wive Jackson 
Moire Memphis 
- I '10 p.m 
Aswan New Orleans 10:35 a.m.
No. 103
6:sto p.m
9:40 9-121.
6:30 p.m.
ia:o8 am,
• :03 Cm.
1:40 CM,
440 fem.
7:oo pm.
945 p.m.
2:27 am.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 am,
4:30 cm-
5:51 a.m.
Oete a.m.
7:15 am.
8:ao awl
8:15 p.m.
No. 131
7:30
91)0
II:0S
12:30
I:28
8:3o
8:05
111:ao
2:35
4:15
420
6:oo
••• • •
a.m,
a.m,
p.m.
p.m.
a. m.
a, in.
a. m.
p.m.
p.m.
 •.
 •.
NORTH BOUND
Donee New Orleans 
*ow Memphis 
Kberve Jackson, Tema
Illeave Rives S
No. too
7:10 p.m.
0:45 a•wE
8:07 a.m.
Wave Fulton 
itivive Paducah 
Ilhave Paducah 
Aviv, Prtseeton 
to:. Mopkinst.'1!e 
Nashville 
E van s rill e 
Nortonville 
e Central Csty 
Morse brands 
Owensboro 
we 
Louisvillee Cincinnati 
10:15
11:2o
I 1 :25
12:30
6:15
9:25
3:45
1:28
2:05
3 :06
5:$5
9:15
a.m.
a. m.
p.m.
p m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
'p.m.
p.m.
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
No. 104
945 a.m.
8:so p.m.
10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
I:43 am.
I:48 a.m.3703 
a os.
5:20 a.m.
8:10 a.m.
9:45 cm.
35!
182475::::0 0.053018 
moos
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
e Paducah  12 40 p.m 4:20 p.m.
Carbondale  4-25 P.m 8:40 p.m.
e Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:3o a.m.
e St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:20 A.M.
No. tea
6:oo a_na.
740 am.
7:50 a.m.
o:so a.na.
10:35 a.m.
t t :30 Ant.
ta:ss p.m.
'415 P.10-
4:55 P.M.
Weave
&nee
Stave
Arrive
SOUTH BOUND
id. Louis 
Chicago 
Cabondale 
Paducah 
No. 305
7:45 a.m.
2:3o am.
1 t :40 a.m.
3'35 p.m.
No, 375
9:40 pm.
6:20 p.m.
7:05 11.1111,
II co am.
CAIRO-NAII/WILLIS LINE.
•••••
NORT BOUND iot-ilot 1311-8811
Leave Nashville  8:10 a.m.  
Leave litopkineviiie  11:20 am 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7'41I 2.111‘
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m. g:25 cm,
Leave Paiucah  6:1.5 p.m 9;3o RAU,
Arrive Cairo 
  
7.45 P.1" II 10 LIN.
Arr:ve St. Louis . ,,,,, 7:20 am. 4 .30 P.m.
Arrive Oiling°  6:30 am, 9:30 pm.
 •
9O'U181 BOUND 122-82s 136-836
I.cave Clsicago  6:oe p.m. 0:40 MIL
Leave Stir-eats  9:44/ P.m. I:fie p.m.
Leave Cairo  6-00 a.m. 555 9-21
. 
-
Arrive Padtroals  7:45 a.m. 7:40 P.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 am. 3:m p.m.
Active Princeton  9:29 a.m. 4:45 P.m.
Arrive Nopitinsville  6:10 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:23 Yaw . 
Trains marked (*) run daily except Suaday. All other trains run
deity. Trains te3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; traias tot ad ins Weepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains let and Saa sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train fictt connects at Bast Cairo with
lileeper. For further information, adikess.
J. T. IPONOVAN, agent, Oity Ticket Office, Paducah, Kg.
It M. PRATHER, ricitet Agent, Union Depot, Paillacah. Ky.
71. W. HARLOW, D. P. It., to lista', Ky.
• yo,rev, r flTT, . S. P. A„ tierripkbe Tenn.
S. es. G. P. A., t..ltallSolio
W. H. gliffa, D. P. Ai IL-loss., Ne„
Chicagn
•
•
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THE WOODEN WOMAN. E,11--1. PURYEA Rs.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses ous.
winter travelers among the civilize(
PeoPles of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they enclure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent book, "London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireelace, with its meager outgiv-
ing of heat, but coucedes that "At the
end it is a question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the first course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes smell de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warmirg
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it Is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, ell-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply.
it Is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption. nearly 3,000 Team.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may bold out. It Is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat
-giving possibilities: hut
for the present coal Is tbe world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
News of Government Proceedings
• Often Withheld by Mr.
Roosevelt
--
President Roosevelt is the most
successful suppreasor of news that
the country has had in the White
House for the past 26 years. If a
tupte Is di.-,cussed at the White House,
and the president decales that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating In the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, aut none of them was so
successful in It as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
his cootreres know his wishes, and
It is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
• This fact has bees brought out a num-
• Ler of times lately. particularly when
New York politics bare been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral Ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
his cabinet cancers great latitude in
tailing with representatives of the
press about public matters. But it
sometimes happens that he believes
that publicity will do no good and a
great deal of harm. In such cases
he imposes secre--y. and his caution
is invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO U.T.
Much Red Tape It I:ere-every to Ob-
tain Right of Inveetean in
Rea leo.
To procure • pairnt in Nfeeev e
party making applii.eteen, unless pres
rat in person. must furnish ha repre-
sentative with a let er of althority—
carts de poder In Seanishootened by
himself or herself le the presence of
two witnesses. Ordtcarily legalization
by a Mexican consel is not required
It must be borne in mind that one
carte de poder will sot answer for
Several applications, us each applies-
Ilion for either pa'ret or trade mark
must be ar-ompanieri by a separate
carte do under. Teis must he acerlin-
partici by a full and cc:to:teta deleele-
thin. and claims of cne for the inven-
tion. If they ale -tee • in Spaniet,
ready rot' Ming thry rt-r-Ist be In tripli-
cate. on clear elite(' paeer 311- by 1:1S
tellimeters, Repro :::aetely 13 by 181/2
Priglidi inches, writtee wee tylice
Writer no one eide omy of the 'paper.
leaving' on each sheet n lett hand
Imnrein of one-fourta tan vid:h of the
paper. Of course if Coe: are not
sent In Spanish the local representa.
live attends, to all the Ceells. which
Is by far the better way. He should
be furnished‘wita full names, profane
, sten, citizenship
4\ applicant.
and reef dence of
Bicycles in Germany.
Consul General Guenther of Frank
fort reports that, according to a corre-
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung
only a very insignificent portion of the
bicycles used In Switzerland is sup-
plied by the borne Industry. During
the last five years 74,600 bicycles were
Imported into Switzerland, of which
49,500 were German, 12.500 Frenet, 6,-
000 Amrelcan and 1,700 English. Loss
than ton years ago England controlled,
the Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zeitung correspondent says that
the imports from Gecinany are steadily
increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
cans, etc., coming almost exclusively
from Germany.
His Living Expenses.
Mr. Jackson (surprised)—So ye' and
ro'r living expenees are reduced one
half Fence you got married?
Mr. Jobuson (desperately)—Yals, do
ether hslf has to go for household ex-
eelliica.— Life ' _
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Bomb.
adios of the "Patent"
F Variety.
It has been eilarged by one or two
eastern magazines that "patent" med-
icines are injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as argumenta for the passage,
at the next leglifiative session, of laws
prohibiting the eels of these medicine*,
the figures of a Chicago atattiticiaa
are of unusual interest and impor-
tance.
That leas than one-twentieth as
many persons are injured by the use
of all "patent" medicines, of which it
Las been possible to learn the trade
name, or the name of the manufac-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
alone, is one of the facts proven. Car-
bolic: acid is never mentioned in the
attacks, probably for the reason that
It is exelusively employed in medica-
tion by the regular "schools of med-
icine" and does not eater into competi-
tion with them, as do the "patent"
*eines. -
The compilation covers 697 cases,
reported in the newspapers of the
country during the period between
June 25 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of numerous press clipping bu-
reaus were engaged to furuisn clip-
pings of ceeeis of poisoning, there is
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 07 mess is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent The mese ars
those of pobioalng by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medic:nag, drugs or
poisons, and death and injury by mal-
practice. Of these oases 293 were
fatal; 112 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractice,
11 were fatal and 34) involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
inquiry, five were fataL Four were
cases where overdoses were taken, two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of chillIren who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded cage where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or tilled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cams the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mietake for medicine. In 204
cases bottles were left within the reach
of children, and in 96 cases overdose!,
were taken by mista.ka.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 52 cases. Of these fatal
oases 32 were adults and 20 children.
It was administered by mistake of
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked second with 641
cases, 46 of which were fatal, 31 adults,
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 4) times, 23 of the persons
included In the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi-
cian once, was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
amen
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal; 12 adults and lour children.
It was taken by Mistake II times, left
where clildren could get It ten times.
and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Strychnine ranks leurth with 24
cases; 15 fatal, live pot adults and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left in reach of childrea
In times and administered by mistake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 cases;
none fatal. It was taken by mistake
for medicine ten times and left within
Lb. math of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were- ceased by the use of Florida wa-
ter as a beverage.
Lye vas taken by mistake for med.
icicle five times, and was taken by chil-
dren eight times, being responsible tot
three deaths There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting In nine
deaths.
Practically every known poison en
Lets ire.o the 697 cases, and the figures
show conclusively that "patent" med
leines, while they are vastly ahead in
the number of times used in the aver
age honsehold, are far behind when it
conies to poisoning, or injuring those
who vie, or accidentally misuse, them.
—Exchange.
Earthquakes in China.
Verr curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao.
The Hongkong Daily Press tells about
Mew "The famous dragon whose
privecre it has been to give an oeca-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent seers
In Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has teen raised by the reclamation
works. Ooolies are dumping *ally
wationthi of cans] snd stone on the
iv or •tr,..- ou'.4 beck, and the beast sate
tote:. ,
•
.t a (that)? tireetaa
last ',idiot.
ienguss—What was it!
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid ft."—,
Chleago Tribune.
Too Badly Crippled.
Manager—How's the new fullback
coming along?
Captain of the Football Team—Oh, ha
, LEGION IN WHICH ARE 2tillfY
HOMES OF CULTURE.
1
['he Only Real Work of the Year In
During the Harvest Session—
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There are homes on the wheat
Wickes where culture reigns. Books,
gictures, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, saers .he
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
the wheat harvest is mostly imasin•
ary. The only real work of the year is
deileig the week of harvest. Turning
the cil with a riding plow is not hard,
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
alth a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crops of alfalfa
a year work harder all summer than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, weakened products
of enervating.city life, and that is why
en. The to these a godsendla
the work seems hard. Tht  harvest
season
outlet to the country for a iiason of
oscreating toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be about the hap-
piest agriculturists to be found. The
tepid growth of the western counties
into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has altered ample
opportunity for all the farmers of
managing ability to build up moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tracts
ot land. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, and have stocked with
fine cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is else
"the greatest grass land on the
earth." That Is, native grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
best grazing of any grass crop. AL:
these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
eents of everything that comes into
their lives. At a glance they can WU
which of two steers will gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of human character as well. They
Vnow what kind of men they are deal-
eng with and treat them accordingly
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
"down on his luck," has been singled
out by the farmer or Me wife as one
fit for better things. Such a man is
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned if he wishes to tell it
When the harvest is over be is given
steady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat bell
Said one farmer's wife—she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
the men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw.
eels of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand go'
sore In the harvest and I dressed
and doctored la!rn the best I could. I;
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said.
'The blood does not circulate in it'
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that was frightful. He
had teen In some scrape and had re
esived • bad cut, which had been
sewed up by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
why don't you write to your foils? I
know that you have a home and that
your parents are worrying about you'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will cat Maria
with my folks to-morrow in Golden
Cot.' Well dressed and feel:rig good
with $250 in his pocket, he bade tit
good-by. We boon received a tette:
trom him mother, thanking us for What
we had don9 for her son,"
When the men who have seenenu-
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smeller traces and so thick.
ly settled that the local market WI.'
supply all the labor needed In the bar
est. That will mark the end of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers sudienly lose all control of
their powers, the usual explanation 01
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as Insufficient. It heel been neticee
that persons having Meese+, .of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are eapeclally Its
ble to such aciedente, and as CI,
semicircular canals are the orgeni o:
direction, It is suggested that even
slight hemorrhage in this &Ilea*
trtt'r' from a blow by the waves
'you'd result in utter he1PlellenP9'
Penootm with ears not penfeetly mune
ire therefore warned again,t swi:n
ming in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prize unbought. and I
freest, purest Wits flow when it conies
unsought. No getting into heaven,
a place, will compass it, You mos'
carry It with you, else it Is net there
You must have it in you, as the must.
of a well-ordered soul. the tire of s
holy purpose, the welling it; out 01
the central depths of eternal springs
that hide the waters there.—Horae-
sen:t Itisk.--Chicago Journal. Bushnell. _ 
- - • -
110W THINGS LOOKED TO TOUT
LATER ON.
One of the nicest boys in the *Mee
is Tommy Swikehart, but how he used
to bore us about his friend, Ed. Kemp-
ley, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You ought to
have seen him then. Honest, be looked
as if he was just going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed for the
part. I didn't think they made that
kind of clothes any more, even in
Lichtenburg, where Tommy came
from.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, w' ye he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to stay?"
be asked, and Tommy looked bewil-
dered and said he hadn't found out
yet. "You take the afternoon off and
And him a place, Sumter." says Wat-
tles to me; and so that's bow be came
to be my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddled along with me
to the joint "Ed. Kemple), told me
that the cows'd eat me if they saw rae
on the street Ed's been here twice."
'Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Eel's my friend back in Lichen.
burg," he says. It might have bees,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the wal he said
It "His father runs the bank there,"
be went on, "and Ed's in the bank
now. We always run together a goo
deal. They deal make any smarter
fellers than him."
"Oh, you'll catch on, all right," I
told him. I kind of took a fancy to
him, you know. He looked at you like
a lost dog that's found somebody to
pat him—kind of scared and yet as if
he trusted you and was tickled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed.
had a mighty Las room all to himself
in his father's "residence."
"I took him around to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I ahowed
him how to tie his necktie. fie bad
the ends just pusbed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going arc sad
the neck at all. You know the way.
No, be didn't mind me telling him.
Ed. always told him things like that
Ed. was a dandy dresser—spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
In town—or his father did for Mm.
Well, be certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And In a couple of months you
wouldn't have known dim for the
same boy. He caught on all right
Not that he tried to put on agony. ,He
wasn't that sort of a. chap. But he
kept his eyes open, sad he goon get
to know what was what The new salt
he got, when he got one, was a peach.
He quit talking in the Rube way be
'• did at first But the boys joshed him
a lot They all liked him, though. He
was just as chummy as couel be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the janitor. 
ButIt was tunny to bear him_
We'd be talking about something—it
wouldn't meek matter what—when
Tawny would chirp up: "A friend et
some bleb In Lichenburg, Ed. Kemp
ley—•
It wasn't any nee trying to break
him of It. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. In spite of anythtsg.
FA. could do this, and Ed. could de
that; Ed. was so-and-so and acither.
And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
—when he wrote to his folks, but
there was only one time I ever heard
him ray anything about getting a let-
ter from him and that same night I
law him slip something into an en
relope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it
So I had Ed. pushed at me for chisel
,n to three years—and then FA. cams
up to Chicago for a visit.
I never saw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't eat; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried to see Mrs.
Barker about a room for El. Ane
he even arranged to take him to die
ner and then to the theater; then be
was going to treat me to a sight of the
paragon—if I cared to sit up—and, of
course, I did.
It was close on to 12 o'clock wbea
be got hack. He rapped at the door
Owl as he enteral I started back al-
most ',scared. He looked pale and
queer end bad that old-dog look that
eseenreel to say 'Don't hit me, please."
Tien he said: "Bab, this Is my
friend. Ed."
So that was El—that flashily
dressed, rig eyed, Imil-montheci. chssp.
Jay sport! That was wholt he was.
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Tommy tried to head him off and
Freer him where be thought the
low might shine. If be bad had say
reel points about him Tommy *meld
certainly have brought 'em mit But
It wasn't any use, and I could see
Tommy knew it wasn't, and was all
broke up over It.
Ed. stayed a week, and Tommy
stuck to him like a brother. There
wasn't anything be didn't do to make
that skate have a good time He
might have showed him oil, but he
didn't, and he bragged about him
Worse than ever—for a time.
He said to me: "Ed. has changed
some, but that boy has got a heart
Ike an ox." Then he sighed.
"You're 0/. Tommy," I sail. "He
on't changed. It's you. You've got
our eyes open since you've bees
Aftr3.---Chlutio Daily News. _
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
! Atturticy-at-Law
HER THOUGHTS. Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildium
BY I. Z. FRIEDMAN
The occupants of, the other apart
meats lu the tenement called her "the
wooden woman.- The expres,un on
her face, which never changed, war
woodeuy, and even when ace moved
about she seemed to be carved out ui
wood.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, ICy
New 'Phone 490-
SPECIALTIES:
Absfsacting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Beal Estate Law.
In the simmer when the weather
was pleasant she sat outside on the ;
steps, her hands folded in tier lap, aa a 1
she saw nothing of the late that was go-
ing on &roiled her, as if she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind—her mind that "
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Wheneyerthe weather was unpleasan
or cold she sat in ner kitchen with het
hands folded in her lap, theism, vacant
stare in her big, calm eyea This kitchen
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by tbe surrounding
wails, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful • all
even though she was forced to keep the
lamp burning there by day as well as by
eight in order tasee.
Moreover, th!1 kitchen contained
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—m which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were tilled with associations of
happier cloys instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"if the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places." F..11 one other nelvh-
bore to another, "1 don't think either
would know it"
The wooden woman had lived in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "goodlnighte to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who neve;
Attrm:*c(1 to b7eak in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had a
Landlady who neverinterfered with theit
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the cteaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life,
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
flew can I? My husband made it:"
"Your husband is a carpeuter, tiler?"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her Weis folded is
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak.
lag she bad oommitted • cardinal sin
and as If she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One dai the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
pour, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over-
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before .he
did and not find the ball lamp
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of the remorseless
clock.
W he e er she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
which it had axed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had beet.
removed beyond the borders of civilize
.1 L. oepe1 ia the Leer( of an Afri
can jungle.
When the erring, came the tencme;.::
was surprised one day to hear the ectine
of a woman's rolce talking blithely &lei
gayly in Mrs. Icirkwoods apartment.
F.7!'.71 vo:ce burst into rap
turoue song the tenement was all aston•
ishment But how can one mem the
tenement's et-mixer:Leta when it came to
recognie that the voice belonged in
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood basal?
had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirke. ood's roomer' se! thr fears
of the tenemmt at rest; oden
woman's husband bad co:1:e home IACCN
peetedly late the night telore, and his
wife was supren:e4y, tar,
py—nothing more.
A thousaul euesilore welt a du
.nformant. this Kl,.! w
Alaska? 14"d he wa' bi freloi
+here? Hai he been in In lia? Vi.17e to
going to remain in America or re :
with his alfeewhe nee ho I.aci come? 1 be
roomer shrugged Lie ahr.utias denim
ng he knew cc/title:a a t the mat t f•.r.
Mrs. Kirkwood saierercle at lone
now. She was trottlit, te out w!th•
husband day and niLht. to it.
to the restaurartss, dounto-va
rands, to the North si,:e on vaeie e hoe
ever be had a mind to take her and hi
seemed tc htve a mind to take her every-
where. The wooden woman was as
completely transformed as If yeers
had been suddenly subtracted frere bet
agile and she had been rcator(1.1 to her
girlmod.
Then one fine day the tenerneni
learned from the roomer that the hus-
band bad gore to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was char red
hack into tho Wooden woman. Het
songs ceased; her laughter becalm
tower and lower. then It died away
altogether; shn *yoke less and less
then rot at all. She sat in he;
Mean, windowless Altcben the live
long day, with tsar folded, the old 'va-
cant stare In her eyes.
The tenemint no longer won 1e
about what he ks thinking or toward
what thn va,:act Ware in her big, calla
eyes 11 n1ree.1.—(1*ioagoDefly News
•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER.
practice in all courts of Keys.
Sticky,
j. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
;owns to, n and 12, Colm.ibia Bldg._
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBENDV. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No, 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,.
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER a M'GRZO
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear halal,
Marshall -County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone jr. Old 'Phone 484
—1
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms r. 2 and 3 Register Bni146-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11. 1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office ast
DR. R. f. IlEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO 444.
DR. ROST. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to 'to a. m., t to *
p. at. and 7 to 9 1). m.
Bra thildress
EYE, EAR, NOVA I, ND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Loom I 3 and 4
Columbia Building
Phone toer--Red
Dr. Sidney Smith.
DENTIST.
Office over Globe 13arvi: and 'Trust
Co., 306 leroadeay.
O. MANNING 'SEARS, M. 0.
Office 4107 Meyers
Telephona 377,
DR W. C. E4JBANKB.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, flip Broadway.
Phone 149,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Scperinteudcrit.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Rid; lie; Phone 3.*
PAIRICAH, KENTUCKY.
Pledures, Diploinas, Certificate',
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calnedee
Framed right ue *9 13te 6ee Ws.
utes time at
PADUCAH MUSH, STORE
40,11 SCsAt4WIRS •
Dr. B. Tilall
Office with Dr. Rivers & itivers,
North Fifth, Both Pt. 3s5.
Residence 1041 may, Via Phase 26516
AILGEST! 11 %LDEST! ilUOST rikOMPLETE
ANGSTAFF-VRM riANUFACTURING %,,,OMPANY
Incorporated.
- NLY Sash and DLANT Owning their ow p Saw and
Door House in 1- ADUCAHAY ....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
..Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we are NOW. MANUFACTURING .0AIC4 - and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried. We are mali:41, g especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
BOTH PHONES 26
• 
'Quality Rather
Than Price.
When you are sick, when you se••
your chances to get well for a few
• cents? Certainly not. A littleg dif-
ference in the quality of drugs used'
in filling your prescriptions, some-
limes makes a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
c'hoice, and becouse we like it. Did
you ever notice that those who like
their work are usually the bestwork-
men? This applies to all lines of bus-
mess or profession. Our policy is to
give the best posible quality at a reas-
onable price, and 'to give our patrons
just a little 'mere theft tbey expect in
good service aod higheet quality.
Just try us next time. We guaran-
tee pridec satisfaction.
1 , '
McPkprson's
Drug store.
IIPOUR Will AND BROADWAY.
-
WANTS
WAN4tD-13ilicres people to take
.Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
'WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
*ay.
FOR RENT-Eight-room resi-
'dance in West End. All modern
-conveniences. AppZy te L. S. Da-
Bois.
FOR RENT-Three story brick
.building at 103 South Second, now
secupied by Paducah Distilleries
-company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
:Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
-Stistes, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speaic, read and
write English. Far information ap-
sply td Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
eacond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-35 Acre improved
,farm, Maxon Mills, fine creek bottom,
•villy $750.00. Apply 613 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Furnished rooms for
rent for roomers or light housekeep-
ing, at 329 South Third
s 
FOR' REitilirtAti apartment in
Saes Souci apartments. 398 North
-Ninth street. W. E. Cochran. •
FOR SALE-Three lo-foot counters
and show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, 228 Broadway. Cheap.
4.. 
FOR SALE---o,floo feet of 4 inch
lost iron piptiog cents, per foot.
L..Yipply C. aaa (Company.
isciniameur 
Almost every colt "viler claims
In., coal is the beirelut there is only
•igne that can prove W The Pitts-
Clog Coal office. 126 Boadway. Both
, phones No. 3. Janres J. O'Donnell,
'General Isfanager.
Horses for Sale.
Jtr.c received a car load of western
'horses, to be sold at once. At Jas
A. Glanber's stable. Third and Wash-
ington streets,
MEN 'Y ZEVINS ai LOVE.
S.
Our Cold Crcam
Cleanses the Skin
and Clear3the
Complexion
15C OUNCE, a OUNCES FOR asC
Invaluable for freeing the skin
from sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out wrinkles and produces firm, round
surfaces. it
'OURS IS CREAMERY. WHITE
AND,PBREL•
R. W. W ILHER & CO.,
Incorporated.
iffth & Broadway. Both Phones 175
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE DOOR
+ + + ÷ + +
PERSONAL NOTES.
+ + + + + + ••-• •:*
land, Attorney
Landram.
Mr. Clarence McCord of the Smith
and Nagel drug store, has returned
from visiting his mother in Marion,
Ky.
- Mr. Samuel Hughes will today
return from sojourning in Kenosha,
Wis.. for his health, which is greatly
improved.
Judge W. M. Reed has returned
from sojourning at Dawson.
Miss Vesta Davidson of Hopkins-
ville, and Miss Ruth Adams of
A!lensville, Ky., arrived yesterday to
visit Misr. Brooke Smith at the home
of Attortoy Cecil Reed.
Rev. Liosid Wilson returned tc
Louisville yesterday.
Attorney John G. Miller was in
Murray yesterday on business.
Capt. Wm. Patterson was in
Princeton yesterday on business.
Mrs. W. J. Hills and daughters
Misses Grace, Elizabeth and Helen
Hills, went 'to Flint. Mick, yesterday
to spend a month.
Mies Agnes Carney of Mayfield is
rioting M'rs. L. A4Albritton.
"Ifsts_c• Myrt'e Mills has gone to
Mayfield to visit .114sa Unice Murray.
Mrs. W. C. Scott, son Joe, and
Miss Maggie. Hoke, are visiting in
Evansv;11e.
Colonel Victor Va De Male will
return today 'from a drumming trip
tthrough west Tennessee.
Mr. Wil'iam Leech will leave to-
morrow for Dixon Springs. Ill.
Judge Thomas J. Nunn of Frank-
fort is in the city for a brief stay.
He is of the appellate court that is
enjoying a vacation during the warm
period. Attorney Alfred Hendrick of'
this city is his private secretary at
the state capitol, and is also here for
the vacation months. 
Misses and Veronica
Weilcert leave today for a two weeks'
sojourn at Dixon Springs, Ill.
Miss Bettie Smith leaves Saturday
for Los Angeles, Cal., to resume her
residence. She was called home some
weeks since by the fatal injuries of
her 'mother.
Mlieses Tillie and Mae Hessian of
Memphis arrived yesterday to visit
Officer John ifeesian's
Mi. George Scbroeder has returned
from Denver where he has been for
eix months.
MT. and Mrs. Sol Dryfuss, and
Misses Lucile Wed and Aimee Dry-
hiss have gone fora visit in the east
along the roast.
Mass Roynane Whitley of Eldora-
do, Tfl. and Wye Joicie Smith of
lirookinven, Miss.. are visiting Mrs.
B. B. Breeden.
-Mies. John Evane and Mrs. Barbee
of Clinton. arrived yesterday to visit
Mrs. Kirk Barry of Clark lestreet.
Mr. .Albert Gilbert of Mobile. Ala
will arrive next week to visit his
grandmother. Mrs. Judge Gilbert.
Mice Camille Baker of Murray has
returned home after visiting Nirs B.
T. Davis. •
Mese, Rosa and Carrie Runge have
returned from, Dawson Spring/A.
Mrs. M. Allen of Elizabethtown
Ky.. is visiting her son, Manager J.
B. Allen of the Postal Telegraph of-
fice.
Mir. Jot Atkins of 'Wiest Plains, Mo.
is visiting Mr. 5, R. Nflahon of North
Sixth.
Mr. R. E. Funser has returned from
'llaWckOrt Spriggs.
Mr. W. P. 'Harmers of South Sixth
ha; returnel from Carbondale, Ill.
Mors. harry Clements of South
Sixth has gone to Benton 'to visit.
Mr. C:arence Landrani was here
yesterday from Smithland, accom-
panied by Capt. R. B. Cain of Sumter,
South Carolina. Isfir. Landram is en-
sign in the United Sates navy and
is now visiting his parents in Smith-
and Mrs. George
BODIES SHIPPED.
Union Depot Resembled Morgue Yes-
terday Afternoon/or a While.
The Union depot yesterday evening
looked as if it Iliad been converted
into a morgue, as at ono time there
were the remains of 'three people upon
the paltforne being shipped to differ-
ent points for 'burial.
The undertaking business has been
dull for the past few weeks, but quite
a number of deaths have occured re-
eently, one undertaker having five
bodies to handle yesterrkiy.
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU ID
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
• +
+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF e.
+
÷ + + + + + • + + + +
-Sparks ignited the oil tank of the
rock crushing outfit for the bitulithic
eople near the I. C. shops yesterday
morning about 8:30 o'clock and
caused a small blaze that was quick-
ly put out.
-Rev. W. J. Hudspeth of Hopkins-
vine passed through here yesterday
en route home from Mayfield where
ne has been conducting a protracted
meeting for the Christian church.
-The baseball teams arrived yes-
terday to open their series of games
Lere.
-The Central Labor body evil this
evening hold its first meeting since
installation of the new officers two
weeks ago.
-There will be a regular meeting
of the W. C. T. U. this afternoon at
4 o'clock in the department of Sab-
bath Observance, with Mrs. rouella
Magnor as superintendent. s
After Black Brutes
(Continued From First Page.)
WHITES AND BLACKS
MAY CLASH.
St. Louis. Aug. 1.-A special to tht
Post Dispatch from Mound City
says negroes are gathering here
anticipating an attack on the jail by
whites to lynch Sam McDonald who
killed Homer Morris during a picnic
near Uullin, Saturday. Threats by
whites have caused much excitement
and a bloody clash is probable.
An attempt at lynching was made
last night when officers brought Mc-
Donald from Perks to the county jail
here. The mob was foiled by depu-
ties who placed the negro in a
vehicle and drove into the country
until the excitement had cooled
down.
ADD AFTER BRUTES
BOLD BLACK BRUTE.
Attempts to Assault Lady on Boat-
Driven Over the Side.
Cincinnati, Aug. 1.-A Times-Star
special from Gallipohs, 0., says that
when the steamer Henry M. Stanley
was two miles from the city early to-
day a negro entered the cabin of a
Cincinnati passenger and attempted to
assault her. He was discovered and
driven over the side of the boat by
the Captain. As no trace could
afterwards be found of him, it is be-
lieved that he was drowned.
Two Men Assent Old Woman.
Lancaster, Wis.. Aug. t.----Gus
Grimes, a negro, and a white man
named McCarthy' ha;ea been arrested
charged with attending to assault
a woman 81 years old living as a re-
cluse near here. Lynching is freely
talked of and the sheriff is preparing
for an attack. They are both he'd
for trial
438 South Second St.
+ + + + + + + + + + +
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.
Cairo, 20.7; falling.
Chattanooga, 7.7; rising.
Cincinnati, leo; stationary.
Evansville, 9.9; falling.
Florence, 5.0 Jalliog.
Johnsonville, 9.3; falling.
Louisville, 4.6; falling.
M. Carmel, 1.0; falling.
'Nashville, 11.o; falling.
Pittsburg, 5.8; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 
Mt. Vernon .. .
St. Louis, 11.0; falling.
'Paducah, 12.2; falling.
Burnside, 10.2; falling.
Carthage, 6.4 rising.
The steamer Clyde got away for
the Tennessee river yesterday after-
noon. She comes back again next
Monday night.
The Butteroff went to Nashville
yesterday and comes back again next - •
Sunday. •
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo. She comes back tonight about
it o'clock.
The Joe Fowler to
ville yesterday and
morrow.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansvire and leaves im-
mediately on her return that way.
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river tonight and lays here
until 5 o'clock Sa.lturday afternoon
before skipping away on her return
trip .
The City of Savannah gets to St
Louis tonight and lays there unt'l
tomorrow afternoon before departing
cii her return this way.
The City of Saltillo will come out
of the Tennessee river next Sunday
en route back to St. Louis.
The towboat Inverness has gone to
the Ohio river after ties.
The Sriota was pulled out on the
fry docks yesterday for repairs.
The Chattanooga has been finished
in the marine ways where she was
repaired, and yesterday went to Ev-
ansville to rim out of there to Louis-
ville.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for 8845.
87.50
83.45
.75
81.50
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 3 o per cent off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.
off regular price-you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
are offering
A special reduction
strietly for cash-
Our repairs must give you sans faction,
Byes tested free.
A Seth Thomas lia.00 Mantel Clock for
!toper • 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,  
ISsatine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
on every article in ow store for to days only-
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZILA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
II 1 Team Experience.
went
Comes
Pittsburg Coal Co., office No. 128
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
PATENTS SECTIR'2D.
Mr. Parham Got One for Wheel, and
Others for Railroad Locking
Switch.
Mr. W. Partial:re yesterday re-
ceived his patent from the Washing-
ton department for the automatic
opting wheel he invented and will
manufacture.
Miessre. Robert Riehardson and
St nada ri Robert son yesterday re-
ceived word that the department had
grantel there ; patent on their auto-
matic lockirec railroad switch that
cannot be throverr except by those in
authority.
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
Evans-back to- Abra m L. Weil de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 734
Mir*
W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
oirriCII MONS "-a RESIDENCE PHONE gag
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
z 554 Horse Power Motor,
8 Horse Power Motor.
zo Horse Power Motor.
1 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
111-223 North Fourth Street
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones. No. 110. 203. 205 B. Tnird
•
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place your fall orders too
soon. Wait for prices on our
TRADEWATER COAL
Foot of
OHIO
Street.
IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
or wagons at Elevator oth Telephones254. 1.
est Kentucky Coal Co.
4
